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'PURPOSE OF REPORT
I-

ThisiCePort 4s based on a' commitment to the 'National Institutes of Heal*

(NICto_disseminate information about the bilplementation

tional teyelopment'in the college of Pharmacy atjhe Ohio

of a system of educa-

State University (OSU).

'T-his system, called the Office of Educational Development, has been in operation

. Olice 1970 under a grant from NIH.

A.major purpoSe of this report is to share the experiences and inights

gleaned, from a five year effort to improve the quality of pharthacy.e4cation at
r.

°SQ. A large,amount.of time, money, thought, and care have gone into building _

the:Office ofkEducastional Dvabpment(0ED). The fruits of the labor cannot be

fully shared in a document of this type and size, but.a sample of the effort

is providedA An hd)leSt portrayal will 'be attempted. The problems will be
40

shared along with the successes. HoW6er, the report is not intended to.be an
1. ""

objectiye evaluation. The bias of a "proud parent" will sneak througNotcasionally.

A second purpose of the report is'to stimulate thinking and activities i n.

'improving the quality p pharmacy education at Other colleges. A 'portionsof,

the report js,devoted to guidelines and opti

cation for increasing eduCational developme t activities.

s at various lev ls of sophisti-

irk

A third purpose of this report is to initiate interest in the development
i

of a consortium of college% of 'pharmacy who work together to improve pharmacy.
':. : .

4 ,

education. A consortium. approach could increase the benefits from and reduce
. ,

the cost of educational development:

* ,

In summarY,he purpose of this document is:

%to.provide an honest but Supportive portrayaof the ,OED experience

to stimulate thinkina and activities in the area of edudational development

fo give compelling reasons for forming a consortiam of colleges of

pharmacy to improve phartilcy education.



WINITIoN OF TERMS
4

There are sgveral key terms used in thi ortthat need to be defined

in.an educational context. TEredite meanings are important fol. dTear-tOmmiffliea-

tion. Defgnitions reflect usage of. terms in this-document. ,Please take a few

.

moments to read over this list and use it as a reference for the dOcument, _ -

- Educational Development A generic,term encompassing-the improvement of any or

':: ...

all areas of the edUcational'process such as the curriculum or Content, 4e
.

teaching process or instructional methods, the. professional de'veldpment of.
1

faculty, the orgarfization of instruction, and the recruitment and retention of

students: ,Development refers =to 'planning for, iMplementing, and evaivating

a

changes in these area's.

Curriculum Development Activities related to improving the Substance,, scope,'

. and/or sequence of what is taught.

Instructional Development Activities related to *roving the delivery of.

content and the ilinagement\bflearnipg.

Faculty 'Development Activities relafed,fo the personal and professional growth'

of faculty at either the individual or the institutional level. It includes

evaluating and improving teaching and ins truction,'facilitating' service, research
, -

sand publication in.edUcatjo, and personal )development.-.

Evaluation Collection and use of Information to judge decision alternatives.
,

There are basically three times for evaluating an educational activity - before,
.

.

it begins, during _implementation, and upon,completion.

Measurement Measurement activ.iti,es are sometimes confused with evaluation.

Measurement refers to the design and use of devices to vhidly:andsreliably

measure or assess individUals' knowledge, skills.yor attitudes. Evaluation often

Uses,measbreMent devices to help accomplish its gOals.

Project An activityfor improving or developing an educational method or '

product which hasa Cigar defined beginning and end, and undergoes a series of

2
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developmen tal stein. A project invves collaborative activities between

OED and teaching faculty.

_

InstructiOnfil Selwice The provision of .materials 'and. equipment to meet

faculty Yteeds for modern instruction, including production of audio-visUal

materials", {provision of aRlio-visual equipment, computer services, test scoring.

arrdanalysis;and procuring and evaluating commercially produced instructional
. .

materials,
c

Module A self - contained, independent unit of a planned series of.learning
t .

4.
. .

- activities designed to help the student accomplish
.

certainmell-defined

dbjectives..

Lndtvidualized Instruction This is a generic term encompassing numerous
. .

appr' aches 'for.tailoring instruction to the needs of individual, students,

I
$

allowing students to progress at their oVin'rate,- and requiring student to

master a givo unit of instruction before oreceeding to the next.

Ptogrammed Instruction Instruction based on.a carefully sequenced text which
- '

' consists of a series of statements orkJ-frames designeato crystallize. the facts

or concepts to be learned. Test questions are embedded in the program, and

immediate feedback' as to the correctness of t/e student ' response is provid d.
4 '

There are two main types of PI: "Lnear programs", which require the student to

*follow all steps sequentially in the ire unit; and "brarithing programs" where,'

depending on his respoges, the learner is guided through one of several sub-

units.

'Computer Assisted inst ruction ..Utilization of a computer terMinal as a teaching,

,Ppachine. CAI mostloften,uses a programmed instruction format.
/ .

'Computer Managed Instruction Use of the computer to score tests, diagnose

students' deficiencies, prescribe learning activities, and reportJearning-,.

outcomes. CMI is most often used to manage individualized instruction./
Personalized System of Instruction (or Keller Plan) The main feature'of the

,

3
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'PSI format are:, 1') each student proceeds fhrough the course at.a rate that-

4 he chodses, 2) each student must 'lass a test on a miiit before working'on,the
a ., a

'
st . ft

next unit, 3) a student who does not dempngtrate mastery may takeTetests

without penalty, 4) each test is' graded immediately, 5) most of.the formal

. k , .

. ,

instruction is given by means of texts and notes rather than lectures -
.

.

..
..

occasienaqlectures are used for moti-vatiOnal purpbses, and 6) proetors_pr
.

, ,
N

.

student aids are employed extensively for.testamonitoring, scoring exams,
.

.
,

s

S.

and'tutoring,

./

ra

:7
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c-

staff, faci 'Vities, services .provided, and contdrit areas covered-sirice the
., .

N. ., .

outset. Shifts in focus, expansion of productive areas, bolstering of slug -

gish
. .

areas, 4nd, at times, curtailment of problem-ridden areas, have occurred.

.4

5,,

HISTORICAL PERSP.ECTIVEk
5

OF

THE OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL IEVELOPMENT

4

Yt
Thejffice of Educational Development (OED) had an auspicious beginning:,

-The Dean and many of the pharmacy faculty meibers were interested in imOroying

the quality or pharmacy education:and yanfed 0E6 to succeed, this sectial

will re-trace the chronological history of OED, and Xighligh some of ,the -
z$ .

more significant and interesting developmental events., The (afficas grown

9ackground t

In'the mid-60's Dean Lloyd M. Parks of the College of Pharmacy at The
5

Ohio State University became actively interested in bringing in an educator
r .,

. N

.
.

to work with his'faculty Dearr Parks sent a memorandum-to the. Vice President1
,

of 'the University, stating that.AQ wanted to frire'a full -time educator as

.

part of 4s faculty. This request was subsequently approved, and Dr.. Pat-
,,- %

Schwirian., a Ph:D. science educator with a background in-sociology was. added
,

.
. ,.

.
...to-the faculty in September 1969. .'

..,
: -

,

4

,...: 5 -
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In 1969, the. College Faculty al'so received krequest for proposals.(W)

from .the Natidnai institutes of Health, Bureau of Health ManpoWer gucatWn.

'44.
The'RFP included two program topics - recruitment 'and instruction - which

were, of considerable interest to the College.

ands,:ontacted Dr. GregOry,Trzetiaipwski; a
r

.College'of Educ@ition, .as a consultant-.
A

The FaOlty met'regarding the

faculty member of the

Given the relatively- hart time fop the development of the proposal;

4 1

."Dr: Trzebiatowski recolimepdesd that another:educator, Dr..Delayne Hudspeth,
,

who was then directing Instructional Development at Syracuse On6ersity, b

.

engaged to"asSist in.preparIng a proposal. Drs. Hudspeth and Trzebiato

spent a, few days interviewing the Faculty,,,an'd helping them, to conceptualize

an educational development kyStem that would fit their needs. Dr. David Knapp,
.

and other faculty in the College, then wrote the final proposal. The-pro-

POsal subMitted, subsequently approved, and initially funded for a two-
,

.

year period, with 4opti6n tdrenew the grant for an additional three year's..

pr.liudsOeih was hired to direCtthe Oroject"in

The project called for developing a College-wide unit, which would "imple-4

ment a. system of instructional imkovement for undegraduate education",.
.

As

conceptualized, OED would focus on folr major areas: curriculum and'program
. .

, .

developme eamational 'research and evaluation, instructional development
N r

. .

and support! and,tudent recruitment. A full-time faculty member would head

u0. each altea.'
.

The origin-al objectives of .OED were to

1. Establish and operate:an Office of Educational Development-in,the
I.

r

College forthe purposes of planning,.deVeloping, implementing; and

evaluating' educational change.

4) 1-

6 -
.

a
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an.tnstructional development and support Service for the

optimal useof instructional materials and. techzjes.

.;-- , ______,
-4.3.

4

SystematicaLly revise and update curriculum,. and develop a signi-
). .

.-
,-

f

. fiCantly improveb, multi-teack.proessfonal curriculum"
.

, ...

4 4:4 Develop a research' deld analysis capability tojermit proper,evalua.,:
. .,

.

...

tion.of both present and proposed educational activities'
,

withifi
,

.

.
.

the College, *
t. .

.

Devise and implement recruitment' activities with a goal of .^
.o.,

. _
.

_ .
,

ivCr"4asing enrollment. ...
r

. .
. ,. . . .

, 6. Disseminate informatioweelated to the ectivitiet descrilAd abcie6"1

1

.

'to other scols of pharmacy,
' -

OrOn'izationpl Role of'OED
4

,

J

Tlie.faculty in OED have their academic"appointtnents in the Division of
.

.

.
.

. )

`Social and Administrative Science of the Collegeof Pharmacy. The Director of
t

OED reports direcly to*,the CUTTeie Dean. the organizational placement has
, ,

allowed OED to exert considerable influbnCe Ort)the educational pr cegs,wfthin
. A

ple College of Pharmacy.-.Initially, the projeacalled'far-84 visor.); council,:

consisting of administrators, faculty, educators, and practicing:pharmacists,

who' would meet twice annually. 'This group'met'officially once, and based on .

.
.

feedback from memdRrs of the advisory Councilwand fulipijs of those,in.the, ,,.

.
. 4 . r

,

--=:--7.,,.
I

College:lit was 'decided not to use' this mechanism. .

,

J--

The Main OED personnel have:facultystatus,.and went through the'same
_. ....._ I

.

h rigorous hiring procedures as the other pharmacy facul,tY. The OED faculty,.
. .

have votng privileges, actively. participate in College activities, and have

built collegial relationships"witkother faculty members. The OED fadulty

. ...

also continue toTbuild thRir Professiarialreputations outside :the Collegt.':

A

1.
/
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. . ,...:

o .
.

.
.*

,

. ''. I.:
. -,

. , 'TWo.of the three. Ph.D. ediicatd-rs hold joint, apPointments on a n9-salary hAsis
) - *

/

in'the College of .Education. .The Director Of OED. intains a national relou- .-

lio, .
,.

. .

.

tationCn 'the ftead of teducatiOnal development.: 11' OED faculty make prese&,;
,

.

,

a, .,

tations to groups outside the tCollege, provide consdlting serices, and pub- ,.

, A , s,
4

..
.

.

ltsh occasional 'articles and papers. , r,.. %
.

..,
.

The'OED budget has "come primarily fronithe.NIH special' project grant,. -,.
. .

.7

1

. \
,

.

althqugh one OED facult Osition was funded by the College. Since July l975,:'

OED !ids received most' of its support from R111 Capitation:grant. Othe pecial.
it

,

. .. ,
.

.

projectInonies will continue to be sought fcr specifiC projects.
.

,4 ' I.

The Effect of Staffing on D.ED' s Development '

.
-

Considerable .attention was glyen to hiring a qualtfted and per.so-nable

4

staff. Three Ph.D: faculty were hired to be full-time educators,.and student'

recruitment was covered by a person who held' a M.A. in history, but Who had

worked in the Univer"iity Registrar's Office.

'Dr. Hudspeth, the Director of OED and head of the curriculum component,*

was hired first: He had done consid&able 'work in instructional development
A

before coming to Ohio 'state.
,5 .

Dr. 'Daniel Krautheim, Who became Aisistint Director; nd head of the .

M
.

instructional component, had beep a/Fellow in an instructional techn6logy

program at Indiana Uniyersity. He had experience, in medicine and dentistry,

with
,

and came with a variety of health pro*ts in his portfolio.

,, In 1973,, a(Aew statf:member, Dr. Paul, Carlson replaced Dr., Patricia
. ,

A ,

.: SchwiHan as Assistant Direct*, and head of the research.and evaluatiOn com-

-
, - -

,

pohent. Dr. Carlson graduated frot The Ohio. State Utliversity4 where he was
A , .

4

.

trained in teasu'rement .and evaluation at the Ph:D. level, and commurrication
, , .

,

t

at thesMdtter's level./ With this staff change, thereeks less emphasis on

.

4..12
#

A

4,



research and more on'Ihe'day-ta-ilay evaluatNis and measurement needs in
,

the
, ..

ingtructional developmedt process.:
...

'
,

o

.

i Student services and reCrUitment are an intbgrg part of OER. Ms. .Pat .

. .

J%
Brandt, the staffmember in Charge.of'recruitment from.4970-73, interacted

. ,

'frequentlywith the OED Staff -to develop a dynamid recruiting_program. Since
, A l .,

19734 when a new individual, John Kennedy; took over the rdle, the recruit-

ment effart has shiftedtocds slightly (as in most ,Colleges of p acWia2,...

, 'recruit and retain students -¢f high.academie.standing.,.gart tb,'
,

Special Project monies, aseciind staffmember was also added 30971to
, .

. -.:.,-
hVidle the. rearultMentW,.minority stUdenti. 'ilinor'ity,reCruitment continues' 't . fit .. ,44.:=, r . -

i" .: . e. '4, .
,tOr%;e)VeoeMP4S1S: '. -.-f /;t:_

, .

-r- ,

'in addition tothree Ph.D. level facUlty:jandthose wha work in student .

...

.

. .

.

services, OEO.1So ha; a support staff. OEt operates on a premise that sup- .

3.-, .,...
. - , . ..

.. i.., .

.:-.. . .

aartlor teachingfanCresebrch shdutd, be equal. kperefore, graduate asSis-.-
,

.

iadts, hoUrqY'perSonneljapd eonsultantS'are hit:0 for a wide. range-of sup-
. , -

pprt 'activities, such as.

quiizeS and.examinatfons,

.i..,, , . ,

developing inAtruction61 objectives, faculty workshops, etc., These

produCing ilidestransparencie:Ljiilms, video taps,

and graphics, reprod4ing and :collating materials,

/
ft A.; t 4

additional Support staff range from4,- 12 'individuals, depending upon
.

-1

nature and scope of-current eduationaldelielopment activities.

The Effect of Technalolyfah.OED's Development
i 4a:,'

The range'of services, available from OED has expanded durinitg' filie
-d'

.,

'Is
dyearIt because of investment in equipment used.for

--,

teaching. Slide and over-

head transparency projectors, audio and video tape recotlers, TV sets, .V1

.

offset ,press, and othergiCammunication tools are now commonly used the

College. The most expenSive investment occurred in 1973 when the;Callege



a

**

6. )$ ..

? .
purchased a small in- house,,-time -share computer, and an imnfpv&I test scoring`

s ,-., i .t-

machine, tp

g

at could; directly to this'computer. HaVing thii range
* .

of equipment allows OED to employ the appropriate medium for different teaching

....*Y "complex'.situations she sit tion mly ca 1.for complexir computer=asststed instruct-

tion priirams,liOmply helping a.Oofessor to iMprove his lecture with

35mm slides. - ..ii

.

illill

LevelS of Educational Development

'fp

Educational development Can occur at various levels', since impibvemeni

of education is a.conti- nuous process. Simple changes in inroving the teach-

ing-learning prOcess can result in additional changes toward continued improve-
.

meet. Continuks feedback on the educational process reveals additional

'possibilities for improvement.

.The growth of OED 'over five years reflects an evaluation froM'lower to

r.

ti
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. J.

hjgher level development activities. This development pattern reflects a

._d .

. . . .

general ,tendendy, and not a rule,. OED began some hiihly sophisticated deelop;
A * 1.4

meat efforts,'such as converting the, iharmacy calculatjtns course to computer-, .

. , -,

computer-

assisted instruction during its'flrst year ofopleration. .:
.

.{

91.,

At the outset, OED concentrated prim rily on providing teaching support

services to,facLilty. Support for teaching, such as developing194o-visual

aids ancstudent harOts to accompany lecture's,., reproducing mater:ials,or'

_

scoring examinations received the most emphasis during the_first yearof the

project. These activities allowed faculty to become familiar, with education

development activities before engabing iii-largenchantb efforts. In subse-
.?:

queht years, the Provision of support' services began to be tied into-develop-
/ .

ment.efforts' of larger scope. Increased emphasis was put on,improvibg teactang

-practices; increasing the variety of instructional methodS used, imprOViIng
.

examir tions, and,evaluating,inStruction during OED's second through,fourth

yeaq. As faculty gained experience in; andsome im4epthAowledge about,

improving instruction, even gore sophisticited development activities occurred,

During the lash two years, OED has increased emphasis on improving entire

courses, re-shaping the objectives and content for a related sequence of

courses, or':an entire program, and analyzing the inter-rrelationshiPs of the

.

courses in..the_pharmacy curriculum. O'D's focus on curriculum improvement ".

4
`-11,;s increased each Siear, and should continue-to eipand,in the future.

. .

OED attempts to increase awareness on tIlepart of the Dean and the '.
. . ,..,

faculty concerning more effective and different educationaldevelopment activ--
,

Apties. Some natural evolution will occur as faculty become increasingly

V , '
interested and experienced in improving nstruction.' Yet, it is necessary to' / -A----

-4-

continually upgrade faculty expectati through exposing.them to new initrUc-
. . . .

ti,onal optionse methods for, celleoti g better and more comprehensive evaluative

..

eei
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feedback on their instruction, techniques for re-shaping content, and ,a per-,

f.

trayal Of the ouicoMes-that can be,expected from various.deVelopMent efforts%
- ,- ,-. ,

. .
. .

, .

,;% . ,

DeVelopment of Systematic Techniques Through A Grass Roots Approach
#

Roots

A.

OED- has,not concentrated On.developing.a generalizable and elaborate,

$ system of educatiOnal:develOPMeni. Rather, OED'usually deOelops a Unillue'

ft

. apprOach to meet the needs of each situation.. Learning theory, educational

research, and prior developmentreffort's serve as a basis for design. Instruc-
,

,tional improvement occurs primarily through-a series of small, shOrt-tem

educational.projects, Most project are accomplished through collaboration

with a faCulty member, and are usual)y focused on improvingone of the faculty

member's courses. OED attemptr to develop products and methods Mich are
, I

responsive to the needs and Pre lections:of each individugl anirReattrer.
-.--..

.

In vsenset OED has taken a grass oiS apprbach to improving instruction.
,

.--

. during their fiV,e-yearS of o eration=a wide assortment of general -

educational development processes and Spetific.instructional methods and
_71 .

products have been developed and put into:use. When a process or product.

works well in one course, another faculty:member often wants to try it in his

. , ,

course., These processes and produtts are-often then adapted to it dif-

ferent situations. 4 SysteTatic developMent techniques begin to evolve-as a

. .

process which can be transferred to 4 different. setting. OED has approached

the development of a system,for improving;instruction by starting with specific
. .

, , -_ . ,
w ,. .

needs and problems. When a,uhique proces's, method, or product is successful,
,., 4' ' 3, w

it can be repeated or,used in another setting with modifications: As the
. .

... . .

,

. , e$4ort is repeated in several' settings, generalizable. processes and methods,
. .1

or a "system"- evolves.

4
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Starting Up

To begin the process of educational developingnt', OED personnel Spent a
I

great deal of their time meeting,and interacting with faculty. Dr. Hudspeth

_ recallsthat he spent about 90% of his time interacting informally.with faculty

members. He used this process to develop a-clear understanding of faculty
4.

members' :needs and expectationi, and to share his perceptions of educational

development .and the quality of education at the College of

time was'also spent in College and University committees.

_

Pharmacy. Much

Dr. Krautheim
" .

describei his office in the beginning as "...primarily the hallway.. rwan-
.

dered-the hall, and talked to faculty,4ntroducing MlfseIf to those I hadn't
4 . 4s

met". From th'e outset, OED faculty were wary of.insulatiligemselveS from

their clients, the Pharmacy Faculty?
.§.

Top priority was put oh building trusdng.
,> . -.

relatIonShips with the faculty and developing panneli for honest communication,
,-

so that OED could address real needs.,,Two coffee pots (regUiar

.

and
.

dgcaf-a .

feilied) were iristaled in the 0E6 Office ,to enhance. infOl4mal communication.

. th the phrase "give.me your stickiest problem"0ED,embarked on its

first instructional development project.. The pharMacy'CalcUlations Course

~was currently taught Vialectures and a-Programmed text. Data indicated that
.

Students were acquiring this information on a pinimal level, and that reten- I:

tion levels over time were not satisfactory. Because some of the concepts

taught in this purse ,are'esiential for safe professional practice, and because
...

,..

,

they constitute essential learning,for-subsequent Courses, it was decided to

dgvelop new instructional procedures. The programmed text .currently useqs_in

tht course was Put on the computer. .5hissoption would provid,individ4ipized

immediate feedback; using a learning format
. ,

time and resources went intddeveloping,the

jintruttion for each student, and

that was enjoyable. Considerable
a %. I -

PCALC Course without much improvement in,student learning. OED soon discovered

,,,,9

- .1
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that-the programmed text .that had been computerized was unsatisfactory for *,

the students, and' subsequently rewrote much of the Content. After fiVe
. ,

revisions,
the PCALC Course i -beihg offered regularly, with only minor 1,

t

modification,._

In terms of developmentLcosts, PCALC was expensive. 'The project was a

valuable learning experience in th t it helped to orient OED toward two eon-

,.., cerns,thAteave affected all future projects. The first-is a concern'fon
,

:s--

.

.

.t, practicality. OED enco ages the development'of products that are needed,

y and tthat can be easily

.

used,. ,Project which have 'a quick return for the time

-4 4 .

,,. i
. .

and money expended are the most val d. Value is 'also placed' on, more costly(

F.

13r6jects, whicr-y*e worth the. time and money invested. The second is a con-' .

cern for the consequenqes of activities.` Before OED begins'a project, it

%

begins to-ask questions about what happens if they're successful. How much ,

.
. .

will this'rea4y improve.sfodent'learning, and'is-the-gain*wOrth the invest-
, .-

. 5

. ,

'ment?- How will we know, learning has improved?, Ire we sure this COntent
.

Of

should be:taught in the first place? ..... and so-on.' These And other questions

help OED to focus on important concerns, and to maintain responsible
le

apOroich to solving instructional prbblems,

44, .
Summary'

QED has gveloped ki a responsive and responsible agency in the College'

.
. . .

,

ofPharmacy. Its organizational:placement allows OED to take a high level of

.
,

responsibility in educational,concerns, Ailiersonable, highly-qualified

staff, and varied teohnology,.provide a competent andzwell-developed basis

for improving InsfructIon. Sevehl"changes in VEDis'focus have occurred

with changes inersonnel and the level of technology available.

OED'has helped:its faculty prOgress from simple to more sophisticated



levels of development during its%five years. Systematic techniques for
.

-impiTuing instruction have'evolved from experiencepld nderlying support

,from theoretical bases.

OED hasnow reached the end otfive years 6f funds from NIH, but will

continue-to fvnCtiqn as an activeSart of the College of Pha'rmacy.

/ '

4 S,
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OED MODEL

The model utilized by OED emphisites three major interrelated activities

These. are curriculum. development, iorstructional development, and support' eval-

..uation Curriculum development focuses on tie content and sequence of profes-

sional knowledge'and skills. Instructional development focuses on the coolant7.,

cation systern used iv tdiching and learningisevaluation fOcuies on the coll.ec-

tion and usa of information to improve and measure the impact of instruction.,

Put in siniiiler words, 'ithe model focuses on what /to teach, how. to teach, and

how to know if you taught successfully..

/nstructipnal
Methods ;

'Curriculum Eva {Doti on

-

yp

4

4

f-

4
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. T-'-- , .

. .
. '#.

> 1 ,

When asked about the utility of this model for other,colleges of.
4. #. ,

. pharmacy, Dr.. Hudspeth respot nded: ,. ,

II

, 4,

"We are biased in thinking that this particular _approach to.eduCational
development is exponentially more powerfulthan dealing with. any of

these factor exclusively. A potential danger existS though,'in trying
to describe Titi6t we've_done and communicate the power of this model.

Other colleges may, feel that the approach is so complex anew iich,
:that is to say, takes so much energy and resources, that they may auto-

.. ,

Amatically decide against it. On the other'hand, there is a danger in

Ibur simply describing the lower cost 'quick-and-dirty' approadhes to one

part of the model, since it's so easy foreducational development to get

out of kilter." ,

.

.
.

To lessen this dilImma, the following sections of the "report will focus

. on how the components:of the Model work in concert and don one another,
,.,

as well as on him th!Amponents work independhly.

1,1

In. practice, the model is well implemented. Each component is clearly_`
.5

defined. and distinctive.. Considerable development has occurvecrwithin each

-area.

s f

Most OED activities *cur in therareao instructional development. This. -'

component of OED receives the most use by faculty members. Dr. Krautheim

feels that to demonstrate actual emphasis he virould have to re-draw the *Kiel

as three overlapping circles of descending sip.. instructional development

as the largest, evaluation as,slightly smaller,4aWd curriculum as about 1/3

its curre ze.

, The faculty feels that the OED moc is a good one. ,It forces the educa-

tional development funct tolocusion more than just instructional methods.

It facilitates balance and follow-througli of activities. The educator working,

inonly-ope area of educational development may actually 'perform a disservice

A

to a facult? For instance, a faculty May spend a year'writingobjectives,
. t

then not-be able to transform the *objectives into instructional methods or

assess the benefits from the improved instruction. _In another situation,

-18 -,
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SophiSticated'instruCtional methods may be-used tp tetchsweak.cpntent. It is

easy td.lose Sight of the ultimate'goal 2.f educational developmentmprove

the teaching-Yearning process,Af one area of development is over-emphasized.

A three-component approach, emphasizing curriculum, instructional methods,"

And evaluation helps insure responsible educational improOement.

r

I

M

.
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Curriculum Component

4:

Curriculum development is an integral part of OED,because the role of the

pharmaci.St in health care is-Constantly chnniaa. Pressures upon the-College
.

to constantly review andlipdate the content tT courses are evidenced by:

- the enormous increase in the amount of information.in t aditional subject

,

matter areas and the increasing importance of new subjqlct matter areas.

These phenomena give spedial importance to resolving th ,perennial'issue

of what and how much to teach.

the discussion of Curr4nt students and recent graduates regarding the '.

relationship of present curriculum requtrements'to d'fferent types of

.practice: Some educators have described this dil of the pharmacist
.

in terms of being over-educated foi-,traditional functions, and under-

educated for an expanded role.

- new and diverse roles for the
*
pharmacist are beilTg delfheated (e.g.,

therapeutic- advisor to physicians, personal health consultant to patients,
. ,

bulk compounder tn hOspitals, drUg therapy monitor on the ward }.* Some

means of.spetialized training for these roles is necessary wi out length-

. ening the professional prOgram.
%

- the need for better integration of subject matter that is presently

over-compartmentalized. .

t

...,

r . , ,

-Because cui-riculum'determination is rightly the province of faculty, the
. ., . .

Office of Educational Development serves curricula improvement goals by:
4,,

.

providing content analysis
, \ v

. V I
- assisting in. formulating course and program objectives 4.

- developing communication between and within departments,

surveying new-roles and :trends in pharmacy

deVeloping and testing new curricula produtte

I
- 20 -
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- developing.new courses and prograill's 7

V

_,.......Sontent AnalyAis
. . .

. . Y. .
. .

I . Basically, content analysis Pi determining the 'scope and' Sequence of content.
J

.

it includes delineating a courte, prograM, or RroducInto essential content
....

.
.

.antas, sequencing these areas, deciding the depth to whichthe_areas should be

treated, and determining the interrelationslitns between areas. This technique
- ..

.

can be used as a systematic
,

basis 'for develOping new content or refining content
.- . . ... , . .

which already exists-.
%

., C
,,,, .,

. .

Content'analysis is sometimes used whogiNdeveldping new-curriculum.materials
9

.
.

or upgrading courses. Supplemental materials have beendesigriet for several

courses On operation laboratory equipment.. Content analysis is used to. insure

.

coverage of all important points in the.Material. Major revisions in two courses,

Pharmacy Calculations and Introduction to Disease, used content analysis-to refine

and sequence the taarse content for maximum efficiency and student comprehensjon.

Computer-assisted instruction in remedial organic chemistry used content analysis,.

.

to develop are- efficient instructionpackage.
,

. ;---- .

,

....

Fot broader areas, 'such a$ analysis,of a sequence of courses, content analysis

I

.has also proVed useful.. The- Clinical Pharmacy Program is currently using content

analysislp sequence coumes, describe prerequisite courses*from other divisions,

and identify content gaps and redundancies in the pre - clinical pharmacy curriculum. .

Content analysis is also a useful tool for developing objectives.. Once

content areas are identified,. sequenced, assigned a degree of depth, and inter-
?

related with other areas*,..they. provide a framework for formulating prerequisite,

and instructional objectives. Content analyiis has been used as a priorstep to

formulating objectives for the Clinical Pharmacy Piogram and for several other

courses.

4
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;Forthulating --Course and Program Oblectives`
a . ;

, r,
Tire formUlation of,ohjectives is a companioiT step to content analysis.

, . . .
When contnt analysis is not used, several other options for develoOment cf

'i
, . , .

Objectives are available..Facul.n.often haye existing instructional materials,
. , ,/...,

. which can be Used to develop implicit objectives': Final examinations, quizzes,
,,

i
,..4 ..,

the instructor's - slides, films Or transparencies which illgtra.:a the key points.., -

or key Concepts in fhe course, lecture' no-te.s ond occasionally student note-
.

.
.

courses.,obooks are used to pinpoint objectives. for existing Oncie. identified,

the objectives can be modified and improved. The deielopment of specific behav-

objIctirres- has not been actively emphasized, as independent activity. ,

Objectives are usually developed because they are needed for another activity,

such as improving exams,,preparing item banks for exams, or,as-one, step in im-
la

praying a course.

The most energetic attempt in. the area of program objectivss has been, the

development of objectives for the Clinical Pharmacy program. Over a year. has,

been spent in speci rying prerequisite objectives or pre - clinical reuqireMerits ,

as well as objectives for a clinical program. The procedure for developing

objectives is to develop a set, of prototype objectives for one area of clinical

pharMacy. The general strate.gy for developing -these objectives is to write
_a

down what a student is .01, to do after instruct ion. These protOtype objectives

are then used, by other faculty as a model for.developihg objectives.- Objettives
, .

are sent to the curriculum comniitte.e,for approval, and then to the faculty. : 4

. I . 7
, . , , . . , ,,, . .

., , -
..

Other steps in the process include 1). ,searcbing through the existing pharmacy

cuiti culla to see if alter the, prerequisite objectives are 'taught through exist-
. ,-, - ,

ing-,courses.,,2)-fi filling, gaps by developing new pre-clinical Coues, 3) designing .
.,.

a clinical pr-ogralLAtcp implements objectives, and 4) deyelOping.acoinpetency

test to measure accompli'shment of the clinical pro ram objectives.
.

e
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Oi6K0 assisted in civelopingthe objectives for the EXternshipProgram,

a supervised training experience for'pharmaty students.

. Developing CoMmunication Channels

th:;h`.divisions .fn the Coll* of Pharmacy has been
,

Communication among

facilitated through OED.

/ 0,1
.V

Since courses are interrelated across divisions,

OED will sometimes invite a faculty member from one,division to provide content

input_to a i'acjity member working on a project in another division. This occurs

whams` the co tent,areasare-related, one course'iis a prerequisite for the other,

i
or one faculty member has used an'instructional method or evaluation technique

that the other wants to try,. Meetings across divisions sometimes occur when

a faculty member feels that another faculty membtr's projett is encroaching on

./

his-content area. OED helps the faculty members get together to clarify their

.

content. domains so that their efforts can be made complementary rather than

_contradictory or redundant.

OED, has alSo facilitated sharing between faculty,tpembers within divisions.

In teaching situat;ions where faculty give alternate lectOres, team members often

record lectures for review by other members of the team. Faculty members working

min related content 'areas interested in trying out the same instructional strategy,

are brought,together.to clarify and coordinate.their.courset.

OED also 'facilitates faculty communication through faculty meetings,. SOme

faculty meetings, are used to provide information about the current educational

projects of various faculty members.. This often facilitates informal discussion .

among the fao1117, as well as providing the faculty, members irWblved in projects
1

with recognition for, -their woek. 4

a

,

-
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Surveying New 'Roses and Trends-

° The emerging diversity cif health care necessitates identification of new

pharmacy roles and continual brOadening of the pharmacy curriculum. Information

is needed to'undate and expand the pharmacy curriculum in anticipation of these

new roles. tThe task is enormous and requires research, planning and subsequent

development. -46

OED has begun at the research stage to explore the.future role of A
pharmacist*.t The Delphi Technique, a forecasting tool, was explored as a new

.0
approach to cur riculum p lanning. The technique is designed to measure consensus

with:repsect to plausible events of the future. Significant statements about

I

the "changing roles in the pharmacy profesSion" in the next 25 years were collected

from deans, pharmacy students, prActicing pharmacists, faculty and medical student.

These statements-were categorized, edited, reviewed by experts, and characterized

by experts, and characterized by thirty-two events. Events were then rated by

original, respondents according to: 1) then the event would mcur,-2) value to

self, 3) value to. profesIon, and 4) value to society,. In each of three roInds,

respondents are shown how their professional colleagues and students responded

to each item. ,This process encourages consensus among the respondents Which

allows planning decisions to be made from a better information base,.

The results of the study have been made available to the College Curriculum
s.

CoMmittee as-an aid to making future planning decisions.

A survey.of All colleges of pharmacy, to determine new curricula and program

thrusts, was conducted by' OED in 1972 to collect information on the types of

. N.innovative content and programs used in pharmacy education across the country.

if

* Hudspeth, D.R. and Jennings, Linda, Changing Role of the Pharmacist: A Delphi

Forecast. Columbus: OED, College of Pharmacy, the Ohio State UniVersity,

duty, 1974. A
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Developin9,New CurrIcOlum Products
,

Sever,Winstructional development projects have required the developments

of new curriculum materials or a revision Of existing materials. These projects-
,.

draw heavil

.

analyzing content, surveying existing materials in the area, and developing.
.,,

. ,
., . .

.content. New curriculum,materials have been developed for the Pharmacy Calcu-
, 1

. .

lation Course and "a set of curriculum'materials was purchased and revised for
.

the Introduction to bisease course. it

on curricu1 m development techniques, such as delineating objectives,

Additionally, new curriculumproduCts have been developed for many projects

of smaller scope. One particularly successful area is the developthent of mater-

ials to teach students how to operate complicated lab equipment. The materials

save the instructor.time and avow better transfer of information.* Other

samples includecomputer'-aWsted instructfbn packages, transparency.sets, and

improved handout Material's. -

Almost all instructional development projects involve curriculum develop-
.

thent to a greater or lesser degree.
, "

r

Developing New Pharmacy.Courses'and Programs

Althouh OED has not been directly responsible for the development of

new pharmacy courses andtprograms;,fnput hat been given at several levels.

For exaMple when two facultylnembers decided to teach a new course on Indivi-

dualization of-,Drug Dosage,OED provided input at '.11te design level on instruc-

t

,

tional oPtiohs. Two student-developed.programs; A Drug Abuse Program and Hyper-
.

tension Screening Clinic, received input from OED onl.communicatIng their, message
.

effectively: OED assisted in developing the objectives and assessment procedures

for the Externship Program:,Aelp has also.pen provided in developing new courses

or. tFie ClfnicAl Pharmacy Program.'

.; "

* Materials, have been developed on operating a spectronic 20,.liquid scintil-

lation Counter; and tortion arm balance.-
.'. b

18 -25-
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A major thrust of the curriculuM component at the 'outset was to'develop

. a multi-track professional curriculum whereby pharmacy students would take a

core,of courses, and then branch into a speciality area relating to their parti-

cular area of interest, An individual could then be trained specifiCally as a

community pharmacist, therapeutic_ advisor to physicians, personal health con-

.sLii.l'ant to patients, bulk compounder-in hospitalt, drug therapy -monitor.in

hospital wards, industrial pharmacist, pharmacy educator, etc: Little progress

has Lbeen made in implementing. a multi-track.curriculum. The amount of curriculum

change necessary to implement a multi-track curriculum would require additional'

/staff, and considerable energy from thefaculty.

f.
Problems in the Curriculum Component

Curilculum developmentijs the least defined area of OED. It receive&'less

time and is less successful than instructional development and evaluation.

Most of the curriculum development initiated by OED is tied to the per-

sonality of Dr. DeLayne Hudspeth who had the main responsibility in this area.

Dr, :Hudspeth is a highly skilled speaker and listener. This gives him the

opportunity to serve as.an instrument of change by emphasizing curriculum concerns

and helping germinate ideas,during faculty meetings, curriculum meetings and

infOrmal meetings. .A.significant portion of the curriculum.development activi-

ties to, date have occurred informally 7n this manner. Many of these changes

e

care :hard to measure.

The process of defining "what it is we want to teach" is extraordinarily

difficult. This is true, in part, becaAe the problem is not always rational.

There are,numerous reasons for selecting contentto teach.. Some faculty feel

stronglypthat there are many aspects to an "educated person" not directly linked

,
to professional activity so they want emphasis on liberal arts, courses. ,hers

A.

are more inclined to emphasize skill training.' Almost all-faculty giant to teach
),

, content that interests them an& in which- they have-expertise.

- 26 -



As the ,cOntent and roles for Pharmacy expand and change, the process of.

chin ng content and tourses,in the curriculum requires conliderable.time from

facul Content changes may be somewhat'tReatening if they affect teaching

role, and responsibilities. There are numerous factors which influence the

selection of content: particular research interests of a fat, member, per-

sonal biases toward appropriate roles fpr pharmacistS, and other values and *

predilections of -the, faculty and the dean.

The knowledge base and tools to successfully perform curriculum develop-

ment, such as models, philosophy, systems, and procedures are generally weak

and _underdeveloped. Although there-is an academic discipline entitled curriculum

development, the methodologies and functions performed by those in this dis-

cipline tend to overlap considerabl,V with the related disciplines of instruction-

al technology, educational psychology and educational development. These

disciplines collectively provide the basis for sound curriculum development.

'Summary of Curriculum Component

,1 though curriculumdevelopMent remains Somewhat difficult" to define, it

is nevertheless an important component of OED's activities. The emphasis on -

curriculum concerns is receiving major attention both locally and nationally.

Curriculum development most ftten occurs as a companion activity to instructional

development. These complimentary functions_include_content

of objectives, and development of new curricu:1.1r products.
, .

is also,used as a planning tool to support the expansion%of

analysis, formulation

Curritulum analysis

traditional pharmacy

curricula through surveying new roles and trends. in pharmacy and through pro-

viding information for new courses and programs. A further benefit of curricu-
,

luM development is the facilitakOon bf communication within and betvieen pharmacy

diviSiont and with other mniversity and comh ity components. Curriculum de-

.

velopment must occur if pharmacy edutation is to be relevant to changes in the

- 27 -
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,professiOn. The curriculum component provides balance and-integrity to the

iiitalAED program.
.".

1).
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instructional Development Component

Newly conceptualized and ongoing programijmust give attention to the

specifics of instructional techniques and technology. The instructional

development component addresses this need by providing the support system for

_I
planning, developing and testing appropriate instructional procedUres. This

includes .activities suth as:

- enhaticing lecture practices-,

I'designing and testing audio - visual, teaching materials.

- producing units of self-instruction.

- developing alternate modes .of instruction, stich as

. computer-assisted instruction, simulation materials,

cldted circuit TV, etc,

- storing and retrieving instructional product .information -

- developing study aids and remedial materials for ttudenis

In order tb accomplish these objectives, the Office of Educational .

Development has a variety of instructional support capabilities '(such as

photographic production, graphics etc.) which are described in some detail

.min the section on support services.

Enhancing Lecture Practices
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'Several -yeart

conversAion took place

betgen.Dr. Lester A,

Aitscber, then an

Pharmacy'

professor: and

Dr. Krautheim.- This

conversation led tb
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.

the development of an-instructional approach for, supporting lectures that has

had wide popularity with the faculty. T e conversation was capturid on video-

tape, and is reproduced below. .

'

1.

Dr. Krautheim: What do you feel are the main prbblems in your course
la Natural Ttoducts Chemistry?

Dr. Mitscher: The subject mail& for this course involves fairly
complicated chellical structures of antibiotic families, alkaloids
and,glycosides. In my experience, students have difficulty transcribing
these accurately. They,sometimes.complain after exams that I've marked

correc answer wrong, It.turns out that when I look,at their note -
boo y have faithfully learned what they wrote'down, but it isn't
.atall what i put on the blackboard.' There it not a satisfactory
reference book Oat they can fall, back on for much of this material.

0

, Another problem is that students have difficulty listening to my
explanations at thelpame time they are trying to get my material off
the blackboard; and it takes quite a bit of time for me to dr:aw the
structures on the board., There's got to be a better way.

Dr: Krautheim: Have you looked at student notebooks in detail?

Dr. Mits.41e: Well, from time to time when a stu4ent has complained,
rive,looked at a page that related to a particuld exam item -- but
not %detail.

Dr., Krautheim: Why doet we get a couple of students, and look through
their notebooks to see what they have down.. From that we can generate'
the points whdfe they're having particular difficulty, and start with
thou first.

Dr, Mitscher: All right., It1ight be useful to get hold of notebooks.
.from students who've done rather well in the course. You'd presume
that their notebooks would be accurate...

Al

Dr. Krautheim: Right. Of course, we-mightilso find interesting
information from the students who've done poorly. We can check both.
Have you ever used slides to illustrate structures and key concepts?

Dr. Mitscher: No, not really.*
f,

Krautheim: You might also consider slides or transparencies, so
at you don't have to draw all the material on the board.

This. conversation resulted in several meetings. OED began to'help Dr.

A

Mitscher develop a new instructional approach. A graphic artist was used to

-, 30 -
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draw the Chemical structures aacurately. The. chemical structure, structure

t 10

oaf, and other information were put on the :left-hand side of the page. The

t-hand side of the page Was left blank far students to. take related notes.

- '
e materiaikalso includes collateral referee. es which can be found in

`,journal articles and reviews in the library. The final format was a booklet

of handouts for students' use in class. OED7iiso helped Dr. Mitscher develop
,

a series_of transparencies, which were later converted to 35mm 'slides-depicting
"

identical structures to those found in the student notebook. These can be,

displted while the 'instructor is lecturing, and help him pace, sequence and

clarify his lecture material.

Several other professors are currently d6eloping this type of lecture(
6

support material for their classeg. On a recent questionnaire to the pharmacy

faculty, the faculty rated design and use of bourse handouts as the topic

i

that they would be most interested in exploring further.

Several'other'techniquis, for, enhancing lecture practices have been

developed and used.

Ov4head transplrenOes that can be revediled sequentially allow the

instructor to pace his lecture se'that students aren't copying down one thing

while the instructor is discussing something else. Professors can also,A4rite

.on'a blank transparency, rather than the blackboard, so they can face the class

while writing.

OED helps the faculty comfortably and conveniently use overhead projectors,,

slide projectors and pointers to point out important concepts enSlides and

transparencieswhile lecturing, cassette recorders, film projectors, and 1.

professionally-drawn handouti. Legibility aria quality standard are applied

to visuals-, and many slides and'transparencies, and handouts were re -done.

di
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to accommodate larger audiences, or 'present information more.cleirly.

.For'one large service,pourse-offered to nonipharmacy majors, "Rational

and Irrational.Use of Drugs"; the audit procedure was used to assess existing

lecture strategies and supplementary materials. This - procedure - requires

that'an OED faculty member attend all lectures of the course and take notes

concerning perceived objectiveS and methods of communication: Based on these

reporeS,4nstructional method options were presented to the lecturer and

several teaching' improvements were made.

Designing and Testing/Audio Visual Teaching Materials

As discussed above, audio- visual, material are frequently used for'letture

support. Their have many other use's.

Slide tapes have been developed for several courses to describe laboratory



A -

equipment operations. Students can review the slide tapes on their own

relieving.the instructor of repeating the same,iristructions-eight to ten times

for small numbers of students in lab sections. This self-instructional

format has been used to describe the process of operating a visible light-

spectrometer, a liaqt.i.td scintillation counter, and a tortiop arm, balance.

OED has also purchased several commercially-made slide-tapes on equipment-

'operations.

Slides-tapes have also been developedto disseminate.information on

Various topics. A slide:tape on- the operation and use of the Drug Information'

Center at The Ohio State University was u sed both,within the College and at

other institutions. A slide-tape on boisonoUs plants is used by students to

,supplement cUvriculum and by alumni. with community groups. A series of

library training modules, using slide-tapes were developedto train students

,

to mpke better use of the library and redu l'brary staff time in assisting

sibdents. Modules were produced bn the card catalog', reference b , current
. .

.

.

periodicals, use of major indexes,in pharmacy, and a simulated,seal-ch.for

drug information. Slide-tapes on OED's photographic services, test scoring

. .

. and analysis p rocedures, and a descriptioh.of the activities in a Professidnal.'

Practice Codrse have been developed for use-in explaining OED activities to

groups outside thecColl ege. A slide-tape on how to make slides is currently

beiii'y developed for pharmacy graduate students who_use OED facilities to

,devglop seminar materials. .Slides portraying aefous aspects of OED'

activities are frequently used tdLsuf)oortstaiks given by, the OED faculty to

outside gr ups. One 8mm film on Drug Abuse InformatiOn"was produced by a
.

_group ,of pharmacy students to accompany talks to public school, children,

. Video tape, althoughusediss frequently is a desirable medium,
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because of its ease, of production, display, immediete replay capability, ald*

-"i
availability. ,

for a Professional Practice Course video tapes were Ade of pr'acticittg

A"-professionals presenting information on prescription accessory topics, such

.as invalid aids,-hyperalimentation, ostomy accessories, therial therapy ,

f

materials, I.V. admixtures, surgical accessories, and Others. After viewing

the video tapes, a series of audio. taped problem situations are pre4nted

for students to resolve. (See the following section or a 'further discussion.

of the simulation techniques utilized fbr'professional practice).

.,Video tape has been used to record laboratory experiments.. One,tape

111ustrates drug absorption rates utilizing goldfish. finother tapes dew-

strates a variety 41f.diug effects6n the right atrium of a guinea pig heart.

.

- A video tape Sn the educational applications of television, was also produced.

Video tape is also used as a beginning phase for the development of a

slide-tape_or film, by making a tape of current laboratory demonstration

procedures.

A package of'130 audio tapes waspurchased severa4, years ago from the

Universityrof Iowa to use in the Introduction to Disease Couarse. This pro-

cedure has recently seen supplemented with additional materials and computer

0- .k

management. New edaptions of this course are discussed in the following

-section.

Developing Alternate Modes of Instruction.

Several applications of the computer asap instructional tool have been

develOped\
0

One instructional option is computer -managed instruct on. the self-

ihstructional Introduction tottisease materials, modeled after the Keller,
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'Plan, allowl`studentsto progress at their own rate, and uses the computer .-

for total management of Student'data. The course is divided into 14 mOdulei.'
fc

The computer assigns studen one o three triterion-referehced tests, and

kteps'track of.their grades. A comput r-interfaced test-scoring device

I.

scores the tests, and provides immed'ate feedback to the students. Students

not achieving a predetermined criterion level are.required to take another

form of the test. The computerized system for this course assigns the

_appropriate test to each student, scores tests immediately, maintains a

cumulative grade record for each student,. and retains summary data on all

tests so.that the instructor can monitor student progres and

course for weaknesses:

tie

hh.

The computer is alsO used to provide skill,practice for students. The

Pharmacy Calculations Course uses a series of computer-baied problem-solving

exercises.' This traditional lecture course was divided into eight learning

35
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_units. The student fOlder for each unit has a clearly stated set of objec-
.

tiyes, assignthents and materials to study, and the steps fqr learning are

carefully described? When studentAhave completed the study material they .

., ,

proceed to the computer for a series of practice ppablems. Each series of
.

, --
. DA'

.practice-prob)ems begins with a pre-test and ends with a post -test, which

the student use to judge, whether they are ready_ or an examinatiom. The

computer was wed for .its problem-so-lying and data collection capability and

,

to provide Tormation for' further development.

Another instructional option, simulation, uses the computer or other,

. media.. The Professional Practice Program utilizes various simulation

activities to help students, obtpo-practical experiences. One computer .

program simulates a drug inventory system, and helps students learn to .

routinely monitor and.order pharmacy supplies. A second computer program
. .

simulates a platient recdrd-keeping system under conditions which allow the
*

student, to solve problems which may be. encountered in-professional practice. .

.The problems include identifying potential0;04/drug interactions, respondfng,
.

.1! 42

to physician and patient reaueAts for drug hiffOries, and providing infor-
4 ' 4

,.matjan for law enforcement and drug, control purposes. Students can.input
.

Y At
-1

and. query the system with procedures similar to those found in. modern phar'7
-,:.

macy'practice. 0' .

A

A
.

A third simulation technique using audio tapes allows students to project
.

.
. .. -

.

,

themselves ;into current prafeSsional'ocactices and develop skills:, or
..

Nor .

interacting.with clients. Selected community pharMacists.were asked to.

keep diaries of problem situations. Based on these situations, audio tapes

_ .

were produCed, edited, and later .transferred to cassette form. . The students

.91isteh to each Situation in class', and react gerbaiTy. A community or hospital
0 . 4
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pharmacist is present for each clasS,seSsion to interact with student's con
.

.

erning.thefr reactions to the :situations. The audio tapes also include

possible solutions to the problem situations. After listening to a solution,'

,students make Critical coments and.discuss theconSequentes of various.,
.-

soldtions:

Developing Better Study Materials for Students

Several-types'of instructional materials were deveNloped to-assist student
91,

learning and retention.

Study guidei containing bibliographic information, questions On ,important

,points in eadings, graphs sand other Materials 6 developed to help students .

_ ..

learn to perform product evaluations for a phanmateutics course.
'e, ' '

. .

Computerized preview quizzes were prepared for a pharmaceuticalmarketing

tourse, to help students. study for regular exams, The quizzes help the student
) .

. .
, .

prepare for the content of an exam, as well as the instructor's exam style-

and format. Students can test themselves at i computer terminal' and .obtain

immediate feedback.. If.a*student's response, is wrong, there fs an _explanation

f y the response was wrong, and an invitation to choose another answer.

Siike'this is a learning experience -- not a testing activity,-- each student'

is permitted up Olive choices on each question. Data from the students'

performance on tompmterizeci,quizzes can. indicate to the instructor posiible
. ,

'curriculum or hing method defictencies. . .

', .
. .

Remedial materials coverning mathematics And general' chemiStry were

purchased and t'evlsed for, tie pharmateueral anaiysis course' to assist
. .

.
.

students'in the recall of preViously-learned material. A slide-tape mathe-

matits, series was iptirchaied from the Communication Skills Corporation. G

-37-
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chemistry modules available fom The

Instrdctional Division, were adapted

'Mini computer system.

Com puter programs were written to help .students perform the necessary

. data analysis.for' some laboratory experimentS% The algebraic manipulations

for radio -immuno assay
resalIrch'and regressionanalySis for the Hansch

&lotion are now accomplished via computer programs. .A computer program was

.also designed to allow students to store and retrieve their experimental

data, determine means and standard deviations, and run t-tests for drug

Ohio State University Computer-Assisted

to the College of pharmacy's time-share

absorption experiments.

The_sj4de-tape presentations on using the library efficiently, which were

described in'the section on audio-visual teaching materials, also help students

make better use of their study time.

Information Storage and Retrieval

Several professors use a grade file Management system allowing instructors

to store,and retrieve students' examination grades and the criteria on ,which

the'grades are based. A report of student progress within the laboratory can'

also be obtained from the computer. In large classes,the instructor can use .

this information to easily assign.grades at the end of the quarter. Students
fir

can also retrieve hisjher own record of grades by a simple query on terminals

throughout the building.

An administrative record7keeping system is used bx/OED to inventory

equipment and catalog faculty evaluated Materials. Pharmacy student deM6-

graphic 'and scholastic data are stored in a master filed. This information

is used to generate information for reports any questionnaires, determ ining

student recruitMent.activitio, and gene'rati'ng cl ss lists based cin- .machine- .

scored exams.

-38 7
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Evaluation CoMppnent

Evaluition and measurement can serve as both an impetus and a measuring

device for change.: iyialvsis onthe itema used in examinations can give a

orofessor'insights'intAroblem areas ikhis course. Improvement
)

oft.

nations ma7 help-the -nrofessar clarify hi% teachina ObjeAives.and strengthen

hi3 course. These activities can serve as an impetus for change In another

role, nvaluation can,be used tp meas'e 'the quality and impact of instruction,

and to collect informatiOn.for improving-instruction-
-

Current evaliation activities include:

1.: st construction, scarioa, and analysis-

2. Evaluation of instriictioil

3.. Evaluation of projectS a`"(-:-14-

. 4, EValuation of colleag-,We programs',

. .

5. Evalualion of current problems
-.N. .,

6, Research projects

Test Construction, Scoring; and Analysis :

When.a profes.sor.4z4s for help" i coh5tructing or tmprovAng tests, a

simple step-y-ktep,sysfilir:Lis The instructor.is given four development

afds and.several Art artjOes on constructing good tests.- The'first is a-

matrix _J-ith Rloom;s-cognitive)taxonOW adi-cs1;the top and soace to -fill 'in
.

,

the major course ontent r as and er entage of tine spent in each area do;In
. v ..,

the side. An appropriate number of 1 can then Be wriften for each cell
- , . .

oi

which helps insure fair saOling of course material. A second aid is a listing
),

/
of different typek of'multiole-chdice chignons, This orovdes theinstructor
-

*BlOom, nenSamin.le.Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Cognitive Domain, .

lb

4'
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with- the various ways he can use multiple- choice methodology for measuring,

. . .
. --. reach level of Bloom's cognitive;taxonomy. The thiraid is a precise, set"

. of guideliffei,(Dor.

"

and D.ontts)...for writing quality test items. The fourth

i . r.
is A set of cri. terla.for judging the difficulty discrimination and validity

. ,
of items for use in interpreting item analysis,'

,

: t ..

--'-.The faculty member writes initial test items using these aids then goes
...

-through a.proceSs of review, discussion, and refinement with OED to finalizre

the test items.

The test is then administered to students and OED provides assistance.

with ,scoring. To assist with the scoring of classroom tests and' analyzing

evaluation datA, OED has, purchased two test scoring-machines. -these devices

are. portable so examinations can be scored right fn the classroom if ,desired.

A student's mark-sensitive answer sheetttan be scored, the errors marked,

and the -results:returned to the student immediately.

4
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When this test-scoring machine is c oupled with a computer using a pro-

gram to accept the incoming daia, the test scones can function as a data input'

-device to the computer. This means ttiat the machine has the capacity to trans-
.

fer test data fromottle mark sensitive answer sheets directly to the computer

without the usual data transfer to compu ter cards. If errors are found in'

. 4.

the answer key or the exam is4nodified, changes can be made directly on line

with the coinputer. The hardware fOr the system, a DatroniC RST-=5566, was),

develOPed by 3M Corporation.- 'OED has signifiCantly brO'adened the scope of
. .

,what,the 3M test scorer can accomplish by writir1comprehens ve data analysis

.programsto g9 with the hardware.

The program developed by OED entitiled "A Modularized Statistical Evaluation'

Packagt (MSEP)" is used to perform item analysis and other statistical routines

for examinations. This information can be used by the instructor to modify

the exam bdh,before grades are assigned and for future use The MSEP

program is also used tp input attitudinal, demographic, and types of data

to the computer for later analysis.

Several factors resulted in the decision to develop MSEP:

1. The availability of an in- house, computer system.

2. The availability of in-house programming personnel.
-

3.. The lack of file management and statistical software to analyze the

RST-5500 data on the Hewlett-Paalard 2000F'computer.

4. - The need to provide a printout' with greater utility to faculty

members.

5. The need to provide a flexible-system with a variety of data analysis
6

1.

options.-
.

a

The need to proide rapid tuff-around of statistical analysis of
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examinations -and expluations.

ProbleMs experienced, with a previous test - scoring -machine and the
. ,.....

Associated statistical software. , ,

.

'Inconvenience and 'poor turn-around encountered wit the campus.

.

test-scorli service.

The MSEP Program is one of the most successful and useful developments

ti. 0
emerging

,

from OED. The program has received accl1aim from both'inside and
. . .

outside the college. The title, "MSEP ", is somewhat misleading since it is

more than 'List a package of statistical routines for analyzing test data.
,

The first part .of MSEP,, referred to as MSEP Executive, has several

salient features which,make it unique in the co MSEP Executive that,

part of the program which interacts with. the user sitting at the computer

tehminal. MSEP,Executive accepts data from the test scoring machine and puts
;

the data into a computer file. Once the ate is in the file it can be used

in a variety Of ways. Programs which ate compatible with MSEP can be called

up to analyze the data as test, demographic, attitudinal or evaluation of

instruction. The ability to.take information, read it, put it into'a cbmputer,

file for analysis is the major strength of MSEP Executive. Another strength

is, that new MSEP file,comAple programs can be written and subsequently

executed through MSEP Executive.

MSEP is dividedcinto a series -.of modules, ,cause he entire program is

larger than the core memory -of the computer. MSEP Executive directs the
'

selectiom of modules by ge -.Ong information from the user. It_brings the

\modules, which are small ough for core to 'handle, into action.one by one.

The MSER Executive allows the user to select any individual module or sequence

II I I - " . 1



program also controls analysis options so that any'sub-group of items -can

beenalyzed separately and selected items can be weighed. MSEP Executive

permits the accumulation of data in the file over time for 16r analysis or

- transfers daia to magnetic tape if long-term storage is desirable. Since

MSEP is modular, new modules can be added easily without rewriting the

entire program.
7

The second major part of MSEp, the MSEP statistical modules, is desilne&

to give instructors an extensive statistical analysis of examinations. each

statistical module is self-contained and independent of other modules. The

execution of the statistical modules is controlled by ,MSEP Executive., Currently,

the user can select any combihatiori of eight statist al modules.

The functionsoof the eight statistical module are 'outlined below:

MOD1 - prints student's name, ID, percent and standard score.

c>"

A

MOD2 prii istribution s istics.

MODS - prints a test item summary (item frequency distribution,
1 mr

discrimination index, item difficulty). .

1 ,

MOD4 - prints summary statistics (mean, median, reliability estimates,

4

etc.)

MODS - prints a detailed item anal't

M0D6 - prints a histogram of scores.

MOD7 - prints student data listed:by ID code for grade posting.

MOD8'- prints subgroup sdoresend totals for each student.

MSEP ptovides a printout of the selected statistical analyses performed

on classroom tests which is easy for faculty members to read, interpret, and

use.. A printout of student's grades for posting is also provided.

Jesiineastrrentent-crrtexia -are

which perform.poorly. These items are then improved before being used again.

:V4
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.CoUrse content relating to frequently missed-items is often explored and

subsequently revised.. Multiple-choice items that are missed by a jarge 'portion

of the class are sometimes used as a learning tool in the classroom, items

can be either photographed for a slide or placed on an overhead tran/parency

along with the class distribution for each item. By going over the items,

in class, the instructor can interact with the class concerning their choices...,

Evaluation of Instruction
. ,

Evaluation of instruction.is done at both the course and, program

The primary. tool for course evaluation is Student Evaluation of Teaching.

Evaluation instruments can be developed by the instructor using a computerized

. program or Can be constructed with assistance from OED if heeded. A computer

program developed by OED is used by faculty members to create student eval-

uation of teaching instruments which are tailored to their course. This

program titled; "Individualized-Student Evaluation of.Teaching (ISET)"

answers a strongly telt need in the College of'Rharmacy. Mdst Professors

were interested in obtaining student feedback to ttieir course, but Were

MP

dissatisfied with the University, etitaluation form. It was time-consuming for

the evaluator to work with each faculty member to create specialty instruments.-.

ISET allows instructors to construct their own instrument by,selpcting from

an'item bank in eleven different areas. Additional features include instructor

generated items, rating scale selection, an edit capability, and a printout

ofthe final instrument for duplication. A faculty member can sit down at

the terminal and develop the instrument in 1Oto 15 minutes.

After the students fill out the, instrument, results can be analyzed using

a computer program developed by.DED, "Item Statistic's (ISTATS)", which gpv4des

the iteni distribution, the percentage distribution,the mean, and the standiard
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deviation for ealg item. The results are diicussed with.each faculty

member and a Criterion level for ecCeptabilIty is determined. Items, not

meeting this criterion, items with large standard deviations (which.ilidicates

ladk of student agreement on the question).and student comMents are examined.

In this war the professor can'gain feedback! about his course content and

`teaching style.

A special filing system has been developed to insure security of set
. ,

eachresults. If there are seVoel-instructor2 for one course, e professor
(t.i.

i

receives only the feedback that relates to his performance as a yacher, unless

all the instructors agree to share their evaluation data.

Professors can also use results from SET instruments to compare' student

response to their course over several. quarters. SET data from sequence of

courses cam be analyzed so that groups of,courses or entire programscan be

evaluated.

Evaluation of instruction data is also collected fr students involved

in field experiences and from alumni under the,auspic s of the Undergraduate

Student Pharmacy Council. Students provide'feedback directlysto the faculty

concerning their field and Clinical experiences. The procedure allows small
, .

1?6ups of students to respond to in-depth questions'concerning their experiences.
i

Follow-up evaluations are periodically sent .to pharmacy graduates.to obtain

specific feedback about the relevalice of courses to their professional

practice. Results from these evaluation are subsequently used to help modify

curriculum and teaching strategies.
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evaluation of Projects

Instructionaldevelooment projects require two types of evaluation. The

first formative evaluation-involves the collection of information to assist
- , ,

in the developmental Process. The second summative evaluation determines

the value of a product in,relationship to its objectives. Information on

success of projects can,be used by the sponSoring faculty member as documen-

tation for promotion4and tenure, by_other faculty members who want to try

the Nefhod,'and for obtaining additional funding through grants and other

sources.

4
Since each nroject is unique, a variety of formative evaluation formats.

#

are used for evaluation. In the development of curriculum materials a

detailed methddology has been developed for the evaluation of instructional

materials and class handouts. First, students are asked tb list the pages of

thematerial that were the most confusing to them and the pages.that were the

most helpful and to explain why. Student comments are put on the back of

the appropriate pages in the structor's,copy so that the information is

readily available for revising the materials. The most helpfUl pages are

used as models for refining the material and the most confusing pages are

revised. ,Secondly, information is obtained on the usefulness and apprppriate

level of depth for each course topic. Finally,, speciiic quesffc; concerning

various aspects of the materials are included. In larger classes the instruc=

tional materials are divided into 3 or 4 setkions and students are randomly

assigned to evaluate one section of the material.

In the CoMputer Assisted Instruction course, in Pharmacy Calculatiohs,

students complete a computerized evaluation after each lesson. If they are

acing di-fficulty w4th a-partic4144, sec i4on,-Ue-computer automatteally-



7

branches them to the appropriate remedial information. At the same time! /:

fnformation of the effectiveness of ins

'later analysis, by the instructor.

uction is collected end stored for

Questionnaires or interviews are also used to collect information for

improving'an aspect of his course. When evaluating instruction, other factors

in addition to student evaluation of teaching are considered. These factors

incTude:' student performance on final course exams, results of state.

board exams, alumni ratings of course relevancefland peer evaluation.

Evaluation of College-Wide Programs

Evaluation is tied to several college-wide programs. One such program,

the controlled externship experience, involves students yorkingias apprentices

to pharmacists for academic credit.. Two levels of evaluation are done: 1)

evaluation pf students within the program, and 2) evaluation of the.Civality,

of the program.

For evaluating students, the Preceptor's Observation Index (POI) was

deVeloped for use by sponsoring pharmacists in rating students., The POI

consists of statements about essential knowledge and application of principles,

processes, and techniques necessary to the practice of pharmacy. The pharmacist

rates the quality of the extern's knowledge base and performance. This

rating is used both to guide ,the

and to assist in assigning final

preceptor in determining student weaknesses

grades. To help standardize the preceptor's

rating of students, a series of video tapes were developed with students

Performing tasks at Vav4ous is of proficiency. Through a series of

successive ratings and discussions, a fairly high level of i.nterrater

agreement is obtained,

Externship has been evaluated during the 1973-74 and 974-75 acadeTic

4.7
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years.- The evaluation focused on several
d
iraens.tons including: a) comparisOns

ls, . , . , .

,

. . ,

,
between externs and interns .on state board exams and other. objective. tests, .

b) attitudes, c) tasks perforMedo:d) ororresponses to'simulated patient

requests, e) ,.receptor ratings, and f -) achievement of externshlp objectives.

Mire Evaluations

Occasionally a critical situatill arises within the College which requires
s

(wick access to information. in evaluation developed which will provipie

40
inforaatfop to aid decision making on the part" of the Dean, faculty or

. -students. since these'evaluations may be sensitive, the information is

1or

provided only to the client that requested the service and OED's involvement

r is 1-fenPted to the-elopmeCt of the.instrument and the'analYsis of the data.

Research p' ejects

Considerable emrhasis has been placed on the_ systematic collection of

research data. The development of instructional strategies provides fertile

-around for action-oriented educational research.

Thk.

,,diagnostic testing program developed to test entering students'

_ competency level in Reading Speed and Comprehensiojemory, Problem-Solving

.

Ability, Spacial Relationshias-ability, Mathematics as it applies to

Pharmacy and Chemistry is, currently being validated. -When completed, remedial
4

.materials and prolams will beAentified,or developed to remedy student

deficiencies. Several small research Projects have been condt?cted to compare

various instructional methods. _For examble, a comparison of Stay methods is

being done in conjunction with the Introduction to Disease course.'

continuation of some longitudinal studies of students stffted by the St.

Louis College of Pharmacy two years ago were recently compTeted by OED.



Several research projects Are also discusse4 in the curkulum section.

-106,

Prior' to 1973, several major research, efforts were conducted by Dr.

Schwirian.* A five year stlidy'of the personal, demographic, and attitudinal

, "charatteristics of pharmacy students in Ohio.was conduCted for the purpose of
a-

predicting success wad failure among piers ctive pharmacists., Also, a five

year study to develop a national "profile of beginning pharmacy students in

terms of selected acwiemic, demographic, personal, and attitudinal character-
.

istics was conducted in conjunction with the American Association of Colleges

of Pharmacy. The purpos64of the study was to determine who'chooses pharmacy

as a potential career, why they choose it., and what they planto do in the

, profeSsion. 4 diagnostic examination in orcanic chemistry was de-Moped and

valijated, estions were constructed in the areas of Nomenclature, Structural/

Functional Gro ps, Physical/Chemical/Mechanical, jsomers/Oonformers,, Reactions/

Synthesis, and T
0
est Reaction. A Q -.sort methodology was used to determine'

1 levels of difficulty.

Evaluation Concerns

A major problem is lack of understanding by the faculty concerning

educational evalUation,'th,1 Utterance between measurementi:od evaluation.

and the use of evaluation to improve educationarefforts. Althotigh evaluat1cr

car.be us?ful in a variety of situation1, most UED evaluation activities

concentrate in two areas, test construction any evaluation of instruction.

Education,.of the faculty on the multi-uses of eYalUation-is needed to increase

the variety of uses.

mi

*For tUrther inforoation on 1.hese research efforts, contact Dr. Patricia
ScWirian, AssiStant Profegsor, Opllege of :lursing, The Ohio State University.

5 4
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9*
.Summary

,

About 50i of the evaluator's time is involved with measurementonstrpcting,

analyAng, and. improving classroom tests. A wide variety of evatuatiori activi-

ties occur. The computer is used fairly extehAivelyas an::evalUationtool..
. .

Evaluation of instruction is accomplished primarily through-studenti1.4aluation

of teach*: Two types of project evaluation are used - formative evaluation

. for improving projec4 and suMmattve eValuatibn to assess their effectiveness.

EvaluatiOnsof several college-Wide programs is accomplished by OED. .Evaluative

-information for use in making a decisions is collected on request.

TheL evaluatibnaotivittes facilitateand improve OED's otheraajor

_functions, 6urcicutm and instructional 'development.

9

a.

4
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Ancillary OED Funcrions
48

In`addition'tdthe funCtions regulelsy performed by OED through its

projects and suO'popt serices,, a variety of activities is sponsored both inside

and outside ,the%C011ege.

A, Teachigg Skills Institute Was-ifiered by OED during the summers of

1973 and 1974 Thit seven-week seminar, held at The Ohio State University, was,

9
%

offered to interested pharmacy faculty members across the nation. Twenty-two
4.

e
.

°professors were paid a, stipend to attend the Institutes The Institute
.

covereda variety of.topics related to the teaching/learning process, such-

as developing instructionarmodules, individualizing instruction. developing,

objeCtives, managing self- instructional systems, using media effectively,

improving teaching strategies, preparing examinations, evaluating 'teaching,,

evaluating Instruction, developing diagnostic tests, analyzing mirriculum,

,and facilitating planned, change. Twelys educators with, expertise in various
AI

4 aspects of the educ'ational process and health sciences.presented different .

.
.

,-----
_.;,. ,

parts of the The institute used a variety of instructional formats,

itinclUding- lecture, small group work, indivi 1 study; demonstration, and
if- -. I ' .-

field trips. Faculty members worked on ,a project in theirrea of,expekise.4'.

-1-his allowed partictpants td apply the new knowledge arid use feedback from .

lectors and their peers, to'further,improve their courses; Both In'ititutes
.,. , -."-v.. ;.

. .

'wii-e rated b participants, as very successful. Follow-up evalrilations of the
. , _ .

profissdrs ijOblved show that most are using the techniques and knowledge

learned, and feel that,their instruction has significantly improved.
N

. OED has devellped several university-wide seminars for graduate students
4
.

'and faculty related.to edudktional development.' In-service_ semtnarsare also

offered in Educational Computer Applications, graphics, Evaluation, and,Instruc-

tional Strategies. A'graduate doursein College Teaching Waiso team-taught

51- 5



by two OED ficulty. The Oa) Faalty occasionally participate in regularly

scheduled graduate seminars to discuss pharmacy e ucation topics.

The OED faculty prOvides consulting service, to a variety of grtups

interested in improving instruction. in addition, D Faculty attend and

give presentations at vatious'profVsional,meetings..

OED also- provides assistance to, the Office of Public Relations for the

College ot*Phannacy, by helping faculty members prepare final manuscripts Mr

publication,,and assisting in generating news releases for University and

local press. OED has alsb.developed slide tape programs fdr the community

concerning drugrabuse, tiSonous plants, and ThepSU University I spital

Drug Information Center.

In 1973 OED distributed to other Colleges of Pharmacy a dissemination

brochure detcribing current projects. This brochure generates requests from

other colleges for, more information from faculty concerning their projects:

These requests are typically channeled by the faculty member through OED for
.

a response. In addition, there are frequent visitor to OED from other.

colleges in the health sciences who are interested in seeing the-facilities

and,gaining some in-depth knowledge about the.operatfOn.

OED involvement outsid the College of Pharmacy helps maintain current

information. about educational development. It provide-s a vehicle for the

sharing offuecessful instructional techniques and. information and allo s

OED to obtain feedback for improving and expanding techniques 4rom ether

sources,'

-
- 52 - 5;
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.0EROCCOF ACTIVITIES AND PRODUCTS"

Although there is some overlap, OED,works with

two levels:of activity, the project 1 el and-the tea
4 4 g

level. A prOjett is a clearly defined activity"for.imp

the pharmacy faculty at

chjng. support service

roving or developing

an educational meth hid or product. The project level involves analy0S of-
,

objectiies,,Alternate te'achinistrategies and typically incTudes evaluation

procedureS:: Examples of projec the developent of ar coordinated

lb-

set ofsslides and student bandpu s as lecture support material for a course;

the development of'ob:jectives for an area of the. curriculum;

.

of an instructional procedve. Projects sometimes involve only

or the'evalpatiori

,

instructional, or evaluation concern but more often inVolVe all

a curriculum,

-three compo-

nents. The service level consists of.- providing materials and equipment'to

Meet faculty needs for modern instruction. When Satisfying serVice,requests,

it is frequently possibleto suggest ways,of improving the quality! of materials,

Or the teaching method. Teaching supPOrt serVices are offered ,primarily by

.
the instruction component, however, _support. services_are_alsoindluded,

.

curriculum development and.evaluation. -Curriculum services'include aCti

such as.helpingfaculty assess commercial, instructional materials and med

packages andcollecting information.on future trends for pharmacy educatio

InStructfbnal service; include,the)lroduction of addiO-viival

Atplicating serVices and compUter support. Evaluation Services include

activities such as scoring And analyzing examinations and providing other data

n.

analysis services.

4

,
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Instructional Support Services

_

"InStructional support services was the first component of 0E4 to be

developed. The majority of these services relates to\improviginstructional

7 ,

methods and a' iwide variety of simple to' sop4isticated services is- provided.'

Most faculty rdembdrs use the support services occasionally; many use them

eXtengively. A handbook has been prefAred to explain' available resources

and response times for the various services.
'

OED provides support services for faculty involved in projects, as well

as for general College use. Factillty and graduate students may use the facit

,

lies for their own publiCations, professidripl .meetings, and non-project

: . .

materiat, although ..instructional applications `'receive highest pr*ity.
.....,

'The' provision of faculty SupPortservices is the" objective of OED. ..

faculty members need to have the s level,of support for teaching as is

needed for research.. The' support service function brings faculty into clqse

r ,
,

.,._ : -

i , ,
i

.
:':
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contact with 0E0 personnel. A faculty member may come in to have a few class

handouts duplicated, and find that questiOns may be asked about h ow the hand-
,

: out is used and how it fits into the total course. Many larger change efforts
4

have grown out of extended service fkictibns.

4 1

The Office of'Educationa Development offers the foliowing instructional

support services:
e

Audio Tape (reel-to-reel and cii.11t)

Commercial Materials Selection '.

Coriputer Servidds (instructional dialogue and data proessing)
,

Dry mounting and Laminating,

Graphics.

qhibrhead Transparencies

Duplication

Photographic ,Services. 6

Test Scoring and Analysis

.=

Video-Tape and Closed Circuit Televidton

OED also sponsors qilie followigg Student support.services:

Recruitment

Tutoring

Study Skills Referral

Orientation

Personal and Financial Aids Counseling for Minority Students

1'

4.

AudieTape

OED will Check out audio equipment,:such as cassette players,'reel-to-

e

reel' tape recorders, ,and tapes to faculty and graduate students. Special

arrangements can be made for the services of an operator, if necessary.

.

GU
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Arrangements 'can also be madefor OED staff to set up equipment in classrooms

or labs immediately prior to instructional use. Audio tape can be used to:

Record lectures or explanations for student review. Students can check

out cassette tapes for use at home or in the library carrels. *They can

review lecturetjot easily ,understood, correct or complete their notes,

or make up lectures they had missed.

Replace some lectures entirely. Audio tapes, plus related graphics,

can often replace lectures without a decrease in student learning.
.

3. Suppleinent lecture material. Short f- eviews of prerequisite materials,

and challenging ideas for the advanced student, can be made available

)
on an independent study basis. ,

4. Evaluate and revise lectures. An audio tape can be made for the privet

self-evaluation of an instructor's presentation:,

,
6.-* Record demonstationi or instriletion. Tape recor8ings of.the instruc-

tions for opetation of a laboratory instrument, for instance, can guide

a student through,the correct operation the first time. Slides can be

linked with the tape, if necessary. Students may repeat and practice

the procedure as often as they need without requiring instructor time.

-6. Record guest lectures for studentreview, or:for use by future classes.

7. Record lectures, or conversations of periods who cannot app, ar before the

class in person. .Porta6le tape recorders make it easy to interview

persons outside the College. The tapes (with related graphic materials)

can be shed by individual students for independenit study; or by the

class as a group.

.Present simulated professional situations ignd problems.



I

Commercial Material Selection-

There are an increasing number of corrperciany produced, teaching

(materials which can Vused in the pharmacy curriculum. Some are directly

applicable and well produced; while other materials are.partly relevant or
/

poorlyoprep*ad. Very few commercial packages le with7evaluation instru-

ments or data concerning their effectiveness.
4

OED helps faculty gain access to commercial'materials by:

-1. Acting as a clearing house ,for potential commercial materials
. .

2. Obtaining faculty and student data concerning the quality and utility

of commercial material obtained for preview

3. Purchasing, revising (if necessary), preparing evaluatidn forms, and

distributing these materials.

DED collects information from a variety of ices, including faculty

reaommendations, 1- 3ublishing.houses, and

obtains preview copies of materials which have potential utility. MaterialsI
are previewed by faculty who are asked:.

Can.this be used is is?

- Can it be used with modification? (If so, 0ED eStiniates the

additional cost.

464 should the material be placed for makiinum

- What, if any, evaluation needs to be developed for this package?

usedAppropriate mateilals Tare then purchased, modified, if.necessarx,, used

-th students, evaluated, and revised.

Computer Services '

The College has an in-house Hewlett Packard 2000F time share computer

'-!$Ystqm. Aere are 20 terminals located throughout the Collede, many of .

,.--,-.

wiliciT re,mq ed each quarte.,ebased on instru ional nods, A*.25-Jlessoac
. , . .

n,
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self-instructional program is available for faculty who want to learnip

program in BASIC, the language used by the 2000F. ?tinted materials describing

additqonal programs available on the computer, and sign-on procedures are at

each terminal. Thirty-two users can be handled simultaneously. The capacity-

of the computer. is 23.5 million bytes of disc

purpose, serving the needs of ins'ttuction and

The computer-isused:

- for - computer- assisted instruction

- for computer-managed instruction

- toivanage data storage and retrieval

storage. Tice computer is del

research in a variety of ways.
, P. .

- to-Provigie improved methods of analyzing data

A o

- to test students' mastery of information

- to provide drill and practice and simulation experiences for students
4,

develop evaluation instruments

Dry Mounting and Laminating

Using the dry mount'press, OED can mount flat pictures and specimens, on

posterboara, and can laminate picturgs, charts, tables, drawirige, specimens,

and other flat material with a clear p tic film.,

Graphics 4

OED provides letterlOg, technical drawings,qtrawings of chiMical struc-

tures and fred-hand drawings that can used for lecture Support,,classrop

projection, tests and- laboratory nanuals, and for Video tape=ape andcpthermedia.

Graphic materials can be used to:

simplify.a co5,ex process into a'series of steps that are clearly

expresee0

- illustrate or represent an idea' visually



- describe an objector piece of equipment. Oftenia'TinVdrawing of
s

a complex.instrument is easier to interpret than a photograph.,

- simplify data. Often experimental data can be better, understood by
A

an audience when it is put into the form of a simple _chart, a graph,
- -

-or a hiitogram, rather than a tabie:of experimental values.

- rearrange the parts of an existing visual. Graphic techniques can be

used to emphasize one portion of the visual-, and to,organize a
0

sequence of ideas. ,...-

- design visual materials which can most effectively communicate an idea.

- prepare visual materials for slides. Lettering and drawing techniqws
. - . .

can be used for more effective lecture slides.

- represent a theoretical, concept. Chemical structres are one example .

of a visual, graphic representation which makes it easier to understand

the concepts of processes involved. $

Overhead Transparencies

With --thermofax copier, OED can make transparencies in seconds from an
s

original copy done in India ink or pencil. Through a photographic process,

Kodalith 8x10 transparencies- can also be produced.

Overhead transparencie-t-tan be used to: :

- provide simple graphic illustrations for lectures.. Chemical structures,

charts, diagrams, tables and key words ay all be put on overhead

transparencies.

- aid student note-taking. Students can copy the material on the trans-

parency into their notes. Another alternative, however, would be to

provide the students with,copies of the material in a handout, freeing

them to listen to the explanation, rather than concentrate on taking

notes.

-59-
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- progressively disclose steps in a process, points in a concept, or

- events in a sequence. A card or paper sliding down a prepared trans-

parency reveals,the points you are discussing in the proper oqder.

4.

Students,must then concentrate on the point at hand rather than try
/ A

to copy all the steps bef ore you have finished with the first part of

your discussion.
4

- fill in a table, chart, structure, form, ordiagram in class. The

blank table or chart can-be prepared ahead of time. The instructor

can then fifl in the informatitn with grease pencil or water-soluble

.felt tip pen, and wipe it off to revise the same blank form many times.'

face the class and write comfortably on the stage of the overhead

projector. Rolls of acetate, which fit'on the.projector, provide a

continuous supply of clean writing surface.. Material already written

may be rolled back,fOr review. All teaching stations are equipped

with overhead,projectors.

Offset Press

OED'has equipment for printing, collating, and punching paper. The

offset press is used to make copies of origipal typed materials, reprints,

experimental laboratory manuals, lecture notes, and specialized charts and

tables, when more than 15 copies' are required.

Photographic Services

-OED 'has .three 35mni cameras, a 4x5 cetera, and an 8min.motion picture

eamera.. This equipment can b4 used to produce:

2x2 high contrast (whi& letters on black background) slides

- "2x2 color slides

photographic prints fopublic relatipns



- black and white Prints for inclusion in laboratory_ manuals, and BMM

magnetic sound films.

Slides can be an effective instructional aid. Except where color slides

are needecit6 show a real object, OED uses high contrast black and white

disdliny these are prepared from
,
a chart, key words, or other.infor-

illation with /black, lines on white paper. This is photographed with Iligh con-'

trast* film so that the projected image'is reversed Might lines or letters
, .

on a black background. One major advantage of hig contrast slides is 'that

room lights can be left on while shoing these slides. This aids in note-
6

taking, and facilitates discussion. Slides can also be used effectively to

pace instruction by building concepts. through,4 series of slides'rather than

having the entire concept on one slide. This is similar to writing the

material on the chalkboard, which tends to pace the lecture, and directs the

students' attention to specific points being discussed. OED provides slide,.

trays so these may be permanently kept in sequence. When a presentatibn or

demonstration with slides must be made several times, i.e., a lab demonstra-
,

`tion or group lecture, tte narration can be recorded, and an automatic syn-

chronization Wise added to advance the slides. OED provides help in develop-

ing.slide/tape packages, maintaining 'and revising them periodically, based

on eviluative:feedliack.

Eight millimeter film is more limited in its uses; .8mm film in color

is appropriate where the content' involve both motion and color. Due to the

Small frime size, the qqality and resol ion of Bmm film is 1 than -that ..

of 16mm film or 35Mm slides; when proje d in large lecture rodms. Therefore,

8mmCis more suitable for small conference rooms-. If high quality visuals are

required, 16mm film or, 35mm slides are recommended.
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All pharmacy classrooms are equipped fot 16mm and 35mm projectors, and
,

have controlled lighting. OED will check out slide projectors,, filmstrip pro-

jectors, sound synchronizers, and 8mm and 16mm film projectors.

Test Scorin' Anal sis

ED has two 3M Datronics test scoring machines. One is uised indepen-

dently as a "rover" in the.classrooms, and the.other is interfaced with the

.'2000F computer for data analysis. The'test scoring machine will grade objec-

tive examinations of'up to 80 items, indicating thp number correct, and edge

marking...incorrect reskinses.

The "rover" testscoring machine can be checked out of OED, and used in

any Pharmacy Building claSsroom, lab or office. It is on a-wheeled cart for

easy mobility throughout the bOlding.

Complete or liartial statistical analysis of test resultS is available

through the test scorer/computer systen- A package of statistical routines,

called Modularized Statistipal Evaluation Package (MSEP), has been developed

to analyze test data. Refer to the evaluation section for an in-depth dis

cussion of PUP.

.
Consultation with faculty on test scoring and interpretation of item

analysis will be provided by OED upon request.

Video Tape and Closed Circuit Television

00 has three black-and white television cameras, two video tape tecor-
.

ders,.one video tape playback unit, and fifteen monitors. Each pharmacy

classroom is equipped with television monitors. OED videotapes, lectures,

demorittrations, and guest turers for later playback and review. TV cameras

can be used for image magnifitation of lab remonstrations and proc dures.

Video_ tapes of specific content presehtations are often made as an



step in project development. Monitors and playback units can,be checked out

for classroom use, or, by individuali.

,Video tape.can be used to:

- present demonstrations, leptures, simulations, and explain experi-

A ,

mental prodedures to students. A tape can be replayed to each of
,,-,

-many small4roUps, freeing the instructor from the task of repeating
. .: . .

. the same lecture many times, and avoiding accidental omission, of

content.
k

- allow students to make up lectures and demonstrations they had missed,

or review those they did not tAnderstand.. Tapet can be made available

to students through the library.

(

- evaluate and ,revise.lectures. Video tapes can be-made for the

private self-evaluation of an instructor's presentation.

- aid OED in project development. The instructor only,spends an hour

Cr so making the video tape, and another 'hour checking the script to

1

produce a well-developed slide/ta e. presentation.

/
- compress time. A long experiment c4n be compressed into a class

period, and still present the essential information to student.

- show processes rdevices that are to small or too difficult to see

as a group. Video cameras can be attached to a microscope to show an

entire class the details of a slide. Cameras can be mounted above.

demonstration` tables to allow each student.a close-up view.

- record the presentation of guest lecturers, so that futt e classes may

see "their presentation.

-"record the future lectures of an instructor who must be out of town,

or absent.



Educational Development Projects

. - wts

An DErproject has a clearly defined beginhing and end, undergoes a series

of developmental steps I-lad usu&i4Y9results in a tested unit(s) orzodule(s} of

instruction. A project includes more than siMply developing a series of slides

Or ttenspdrencies, although a project may often incorporate media as a presen-
,,

"tation device. Most.projects halo irimaril focused on the development of in-'

- -

structional methods. Curriculuminterfving ilind evaluation are usually critical
. .

. j _

steps in the de4lopment of instructional methods. - '4
) s, 0.

Thesprocessefor developing projects has evolved into eiej stages: idea,

rqugh draft, final draft, produCtioh,,testing,, revision, eve Dn,:and re- *14

!,. ,//
tr. *egocle.

Ideas for projects come from several sources. Ideas are often initiated
.0

.

. ' .'

.7.4.y...f y Members. Most grow out of a teaching.problem, and.severhl of the .
.

.41c
.1* o 1-r

ol are the result of service activities. Ideas forgrojects may be.

. , . ,
. -

. .

- --------

c=;generated in-0-mally by the OED staff in conferenceS with faculty members or
ye- .. . J

. .

at faculty and committee meetinlo. Occasionally one 'faculdly member will sugaest
.

.

--,....--------=

that another faculty member needs help, especially in team teaching situations.

- Ideas are nurtured through discussion and observationtof current practices.

-At the neXt stage,, rough draft,'a'video tape, if appropriate, of current

teaching tecqpiques (such as'a laborafury demonstration) is made.1 In other

cases existing materials that the faculty can pull totiether, such as text

materials--reprint4, roug6 lecture notes, and examinations are reviewed. On,

occasion student notebooks are also reviewed at this stage 'to see how well
--

students are understanding the :professor's intentwand are transcribing information

-accurately. This technique is often quite revealing. After reigewing current

instru igna1 materiatsandlpractices, the prgbleristo be.address s concep-

tualized. The,g6jectives for the project.are diicusSed and a, rouhh4drafi-for
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implementing these-objectives is developed. 0.
,

.

.
At-the-third stage, final draft, a Iplan, of action is determined. printgd

_

materials are producedand if media are to be used, scripts for,Slide/t00e..

. ,

presentations, ,.audio tapes; video tapes, etc. are written. ft netessary,:eom-t'

puter support-epabilities are designed. Since'OED would rather buy and modify

. ..'

.. . .

--existing materials, a search for commerciallyavailable instruct-lanai packages

i '4 o
Ar'

is made at `this point, The fourth stage is production. Media are designed and

deveitoped and artwork,. y'eprOducti,arn,'and packaging for .printed materials are

accomplished. Computer programs may be wrItterrat this stage.

The fifth ,stage= i% developmental testing. _The product or:method. is tried

out on a selected-'group from the target population. Evaluation procedures

al'e.designed.to collect,information.for improvement. Students are sometimes hiredstudents
0

.1,or developmental testing since a great deal of feedback is required for revision.

The sixth stage is revision. Based on the feedbactc,treeived from develop-

.1

,

men "It' el

information is,used for product revision, w

tensive.
,f'

,
.

The seventh stage is evaluation. At this stage, the product or method is

used.by.an entire class or thetarget group for,which it was designed. Evalua-

tive- -information on the quality and impact instruction is collated Data

.1.
.

. .

.

on student evaluation of teaching,- student performance;. and achievement Of
s. 7

.
,

4

..

objectives is collected.along with specific comments for further improving.the'

"

t" this point is *soMetimes ex-

-.
. '

prAoct. The eighth stage is recycle. 111e,,product or method is again revised
-

for the next group of participants based on the evaluation data. The ,last two.
, P

stages are usually repeated each-time-the ,less is taught for deveral years.,
,

,
..

As can be seen frdm the description --of stages, use of any.model in practice
.... I

is not-a }'near process but rathpr an 'iterative process. Stagespare repeated -..
...



and merged into other stages,as-required.: Not all steps Are,used for every

project. The tendency to provde evaluation is increas-ing as more systematic,

useful and simple evaluation procedures are develope0 by OE s evaluation

component.

About forty projects have been completed since OED began. Projects

.rangvconsiderably in typei scope, and development time. The projecti cmpleted
t -

to date can be classified, somewhat arbitrarily, by the purpoes addressed and
.

media used. A project can be accomplished for 1) supporting an existing
ta- .

'course, 1 developing an entire course or 3) supporting all-aspect of the

Pharmacy curriculm. The media used in projects can be, 1) audio-visual

materials, 2) printed materials, 3) the computer or ome CUMbination of,these

tnree media.

4+
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-Course Support Projects

One purpbse of educational development is to improve a part of,aft,existing

course. Projectslor this purpose are .referred to course support, since;

the existing course is not drastically changed but rather codified through new
,

instructional methods, `better AstrOctional materials, or improved,examinations.
.

Some projeCtse6phasize improved uses )f audio and visual'materials in courses

sUcil'as, slides films, audio tapes; transparencies, and video tapes', A

second group of projects
p
emphasizes the improved use of-printed materials in -:,--

< <.

courses such as, lecture Support materials, student study guides, and improyed

tests. Many prOjects useboth visual media and printed.materials. A third

group of.projects emphasizes the use of the computer in courses through preview

exams, simulation of professional practice experiences and statistical packages

for analyzing,laborafOryidata. A total of twenty-one projects can be classified
®-

as course support.

Course Development Projects

A second Purpose of educational development is to improve.or develop an

entire course. These i are referred to as course 'development projects,

since content and the methodologycan be substantialRy changed. Fewer projects
40

fall into this category but the amount of time and 'resources spent on each

project is greater. The impact .of the project on the ,quality and efficiency of.

instruerron is measurable. Considerable time also goes into refining course .

development projects once they pre in operation. One,course_delfelopment.project

.

in Jatural Products Chemistry utilizes both mediated and printed materials to

enhance

siethods

'15itures, upgrade

Anotherlroject

course readings', and introduce new instructional

which emphasizes.use of printed.materials fs
: . , ,

. # ,

curriculUm development. project wfrion uiea PERT charting to determine optiiiial
(

.

-,"



management strategies.

By far the most innovative and time
t

consuming course development projects

are those which, utilize the corlipute r well as printed material's. Two projects ,

fall" into this category. One pr jest developed computeriZed Problem solving

and test exercises for the PharMacy Calculations course. This is supported

by modularized printed materials and a weekly reviet session.' Another project
.

.. , -, -

7adapted'commerCial materials for use with egaputervnaged instruction fn
I :

Introduction to Disease, .This, course is modularized;intO 14 self instructional

units. The computer assigns 1 °of 3 alternate post-terms for each Of the 14

units to each:student. Tne computer keeps track of all students' scores, and

uiei their best score for each module fur assigning final grades. A total.of
-

six .projects can be classified as course development.

I

(As

A third purpose of fedUcational development is t improve, the c1irrte for

learning in tne college environment. This,includes improving the use.of the

library and other cplive services, developing objectives or anaiyzing curriculum

for a. program area,, assisting in public relations for the college, developing

materials_" that 'are usefth for multiple courses, developing data- analysis _

programs, Nod developing information storage and retrieval systems. A total
.

,

of ten projects 'can be classified as program support.

Outstanding Projects

Some outstanding projects which have been hi,ghlav acclaimed or widely used

include tne Pharmacy Calculations Course, the itodularized Statistical Evaluation

.Package, fhe, Esoisonous Plants SlidejTape, and the supplementary materials

developed for the Natural Products Chemistry Course.

The Pharmacy Calculations Course 'solved an instructional problem. materials



that were only minimally retained by students were changed into relevant,

efficlent, self - instructional Materials with Computer support.

The Modularized.Stitistical Evaluation,Package has been successful, both
.

jnside Id outside the,C011ege. The development of -this computer program

esponded to a need for immediate item scaring and analysis of examinafions
r.

This computer program uses a,test scoring machine as an input deYice to trans-
.

fer,test data, directly to the computer :t9r analysis...'This,Saves time, and

reduces errors from'the traditional method of transferring data to key punch

cards. This innovative,use of a test scoring machine has become,a major

selling point for the vendor of this equipment:

The,Ooisonout Plants Slide/Tape shows, common poisonbus plants at variouS.-4.

stages-of growth,. The slide/tape is frequently used outside the College-of

Pharmacy by alumni, youth groups, church groups, garden clubs, and other

community organizatiOns.

The Natural Products Chemistry Course involves many chemical strucbv'es

which the students are required to learn. Traditionally,thT structures

had been presented with the aid of the chalkboard. Upon examinatidn bf tu-

dent notebooks, it was obvious that a more expedient method of presenting

this complex notation was needed. TO provide students

lecture notes, and to give students more class time to

with more aecuratg
3

attend lectures,t,a

comprehensive and well - designed set of handouts was develbped. .These are dis-

tributed 40 students in booklet form.. Space for taking additional notes during

=

lectures is prbvided, SQ that students can keep all their materials together.

Slides have been developed aid
r

in the pregentation of the Material This

technique has been very well received by the students..-;Two other'ingtructors

are currently preparing this-type of lecture supporematerials*,for theitheir

courses.
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OED has had a high success rate with projeqts. Many more ideas for

projects are discussed than are actually. implemented. Those projects that

have passed the idea stage haVe been rated as useful by both the instructors

and students.

. Problems in Project Development

t

Ohe primary problem exists,in project development. -Manyprojecis'ari

faculty dependent, and cannot be.used Successfully by other faculty members,

or in other colleges of pharmacy in.their current form. Most instructional

development projects are supplemental to kcourse. They rely on the faculty

member to provide additional material.
,

This is a difficult problem to solve, since,= in order t3. be maximally

.uteful to a faculty member, projects must be based on a particular instruc-

ar-e Y

individualized in their teaching style and Choi ce of content. Sharing of

.packaged instructional materials at this level, unless done with close com-,

Nuhications during,development, is usually a problem. One approach to solving

/ the problem which OED emphasizes, is to develop modules of,instruction at

several levels of depth. Then individual instructors at other institutions

--can use those modules which are impovtant to their needs and goals.

OED has emphasized this approach in the refinement of two courses,

Pharmacy Calculations a d IntrodUCfion to Disease. These courses, although

'modularized, still have limited transportability, due to their hardware

requirements. Both are developed for use on the Hewlett4ackard Computer

system, and would have to be modified for use on 'other systems. A more

desirable and less costly approach to.solving ihis problem is to develog

instructional mAterials jointly with other pharmacy colleges.. Several faculty



members in the same, content areas across institutions would make input con-

cerning content and instructional strategies. The institutions would share

production and development costs.

Another probleMSexperienced in project development is the short-term
. ,

..

use of student-,initiated projects, -Although' several groups-.of students have

put tremendous energy into developing projects,.suchas the Drug Abuie Film

and Hospital PharmaCy Course, thIse projects are seldom carried on after the

responsible group, of students leaves, or

Another problem in project development is keeping projects going, once v.-

initiated. There is always the tendency foridevelopment efforts to lag as

other responsibilities and activities' crowd the facultyinember's schedule.

It is important for projects to move along !quickly enough to maintain the

faculty member's interest. One technique used to maintain a high level of
-

interest is to hove faculty present their proletabriefly in faculty meetings.

OED puts a premium on individual faculty Meffibere expressed needs and

interests when designing instructional prOjects. There.is constanticonsulta-

tion between OED and the faculty m ring developme44 to insure that the

.

product satisfies the needs of the professor and thesontent: This greatly

increases the use.and endurance o' instructional changes, but it limits the

total impact of OED on instruction, since-these activities have primarily been

implem= ted as series of-small projects. OED'Ilas consciously worked on

smaller p ojects rather than large systemic-changes in pharmacy eduption.

This means essentially that)more changes occur in teaching method than content.

This means that changes,tend to have a lesser impact on pharmacy education

nationally,bUt tend to be more accepted and enduring andrld's demanding of

time, money, and typically produce obiervable results. This seems' to- be an

appropriate choice for the College of Pharmacy at The Ohio State University,

- 71 -



because the cohtent and interrelationships of courses is already. highly ,

sophisticated. Future directions for OED. however,, indicate that more

emphasis will be placed on broader based changes in pharmacy education at

The Ohjo'State University.

4
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Problems in'the Support Services Area

OED was reviewed by an external evaluatiom team wha observed the operation

and interviewed facultyfortwo dais in 1974. The evaluators felt although

OED was satisfying many needs in, the College, they were over-emphasizing the

service function and may be 'sub-optimizing". The emphasis.on service may

be counter-productive to overall development activities, if the other elements

of educational chalge are under-emphasized. A reference was,made to a faculty

member who developed a large number of slides for use in instruction, without

,improving-cither areas.of thecourse. The development, although meeting support

, service goals, did little toward improving the total course. OED is aware pf

the problems inherent in over- emphasizing one aspect of education development.

The OED model, stated goals, and priorities reflect their concern with

promoting a balanced approach to improving instruction. Yet, there is still

a tendency_towardpver:use of the service function by the faculty. OED

,continues to work with faculty to develop projects in the areas of curriculum

evaluation .and instructional methods.

A problem in support services is the job back-logs that,somitimes occur

from OED's open door policy. Since, supplies and equipment of OED are used by
o

the faculty for their own publications, by graduate students for their research

presehtations,.and as a service unit for the College, as well as for OED

projects, the, system sometimes becomes over-loaded. OED's open-door policy,

,hbwever, aUbws individuals to help themselves, as well as providing-teryice

to the total faculty on a relatively short turnaround basis.

Since many of the OED suplaprt services.dePend on equipment, equipment

must be kept in good condition. EquipMeht malfunctiops and preventative
A

maintenance are addressed continually.
.



OED has Considerable expensiye equipment, so attention must alsio be

giveri to maintaining security. .0ED has had very few-probliems with missing

equipment, but since the pharmacy building is used by several hundred non-

pharmacy college persons each day, and equipment is us hroughout the

building, extra care must be taken.
.a

Summary-of Support Services

OED provides_support services in many areas, including audio services,

commerci materials selection, computer services1,, dry mounting and laminating,

overhead tra s.p rencies, duplication, photographic
4

services, test scoring

and analysis, and video tape and closed circuit television. In addition,

recruitment, tutoring, study skillS, orientation and personal counseling are

for students.

It ig important to note that the critical p;rt of*the support service Is

not the hardtare but rather the quiet, constant consulting by the educational

development faculty that result in the acceptance of the media, the prepara-

tion of-improved teaching materials, and the adoption.af teaching strategies

that help the student learn more effectively. For. this to occur,-a high

quality service must be maintained to keep equipment functioning and preclude

educational materials, with short turn-areund'times.

)

Summary of OED Projects

OED provides bothsupport.ser,vices and projett developMent'ie curriculum,

evaluation, and instructional methods. The typical project i5 initiated,by

a faculty member to develop exinted,. mediated, or computerized support

materials for his course, and requires about 6-lb months to complete. Some

of the beneficial and time-consuming projects have involved the development_

.of.entire courses. Development of projects,usually requires eight stages,
. 1 /-



progressing from an-initial idea Up a final revision.

Although hightt successful,on Some ground, the methods and products

...
develOped with faculty members are not easily used by other, professors or uni-

,

versities. .This makes the cost-of development fairly hie. -If instructional

'materials are modularized or jointly developed by several universities, their

Scope of use increases, OED projects,are faculty-oriented. When a faculty,A

member leaves, the project often goes wjth.him. This, has proved especiai&

true with student-developed projects. OED has consciously chosen to emohasi2e

"how to teach" rather than "what to teach", since the latter is viewed as the',

domain of .the teachinge.4culty.

I

-4
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Su ent Support Cervices

Improving 'support for teaching is necessary.but not sufficient. OED

.

felt that'it was also necessary providerovide sunport for studtnts. Student

suopnrt services include recruitment, tutoring, study skills referral, orien-

tation, and personal counseling.

Recruitment

In .1970, the Collee of Pharmacy at The Ohio' State University was in A

Asition similar to many other colleges: in that potential enrollment canacitv

Jas. not being met. Subsequently. a full-time recruiter ,,as hired to develor
. ,

and operate a system of recruitment to recruit ore and better Students fror,

the State of Ohio. This system included the develop ant of materials such as

41114

brochures, slide/ta es; posters, tarneted mailinn lists and new personal

contacts, nlus a co ed nre-naid post card evaluation system to see which

strategy-obtained the most- requests for application materials. 'Fiy 1972,

'entering students exceeded capacity. In addition; a SpeCial Project (rant

was awarded in 1,972 to enhaote minority recruitment efforts. Currently, the.

collegelias two three-nuarter-time and one half time personnel for recruitment

activity. Thie.staff also coon tes and provides support services to retain

stuients-after enrolling,.suc s' tutoring, study skills, and personal councelflg,

-Tutoring

Tutoring, services are provided for, students so.that the' can receive

help in specific courses. The Ma inal student, especial] aot to:se

..,

caught in the vicious cycle of leaning 1st enoyah to go, omapne clos to'

.
.

another. It has been demonstrated, n icuiarl., .10 ,h the traditional

final exam schedule, that
students can survive ,in sciinol '-ib nei r nt



about some of the basic -concepts in science. In addition, there are times. 4'

.when both the average and above average siUdenecould benefit, if a knowledgeable

4 tm
person available to answer questionsband prAilde direction,'

The objective of the tutoring prdgram was' to develop .a system whereby an]v_
=.7

student wanting academic assistance could make contact with an'appropriate f

tutor, without embarrassment; and at Tittle -or no cost.-

Tutors are obtained primarily by recommendation of faculty to work in a

particular course. Both undergraduates and graduate students are employed

at the prevailing tutoring-wage which is currently $5.00 per hour. Thb'

0, 4
College pays 841. of the tutoring expenditQre and pays all Expensed of students1

who cannot afford to pay. During Autumn, Winter, and Sprfn arters of

1974-75 approximately 1200 hours of student-tu tor contere provided.

Services 3we-re provided by 78 tutor -to 148 students during.this time period.

Certain key courses were covered with smrngroup tutoring where, tutors were

limited and the demand high. Most tutoring occurs in chemistry and pharmacy

courses which emphasize Ctiemistry. Tutoring is als$ provided for math, physics,

anatomy and physiology.

Evaluation of this service indicates high acceptance by students and

faculty. Training of tutors is imortant for the student to receive maximum

.benefit. Currently,alternatives to the labor intensiiii tutorial process are

being explored in order to red e costs of the progrim.

Study Skills

A full-time graduate ant from the psychology department provided

group study skills course g for students in 1971-72., A study skills course

was also provided in Autumn of 1974: Currently students are directed to

enroll in a university class designed to teach improvedudy skills which is

pp.
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offered for elective credit.. .ThLi Course deals with reading speed and oomnre-

hension, techniques to help the sttdent orciani'm his time moreefficientlw,
S

and training theostgclentpin how to take tests such as, essay and multiple choice.
1

A--diagnostic chemistry test is used to identify students' weak areas, in*

chemis6y ,ReMedial lessons in inorganic chemistry. are available. on the

Colloge computer. Remedial lessons in organic chemistry are available ott the .

.

Univers'ity's Computer Assis ted Instruction system.
,,

A batterv,o-rJachievement test's measuring, reading, math, and problemLsolOnn

\skills as they relate to Pharmacy is administered to entering students., The

testing.pr9gram is currentlykeing validated. : bont011y results from these

tests will be used to channel students '0/ithlleak ai-easto remedial' Materials
A ,

47i

and programs,

-

SumMer Science-TrainingProgram
s - ...

II ,The\Student serv.ices,area,hosts a'Sbmmer=Scioice TIpingProgram f0Phigh-

t -

-

calib6r.high..ochool.sltudents. About 24":high school juniors usually bartiCinatO

.
a

in °he'll on to pharmacy thrOuqh4involvevient in courses, laboratories,

!.-
..

fie3d trlps-and diScusSions for one week:
- .

N

Personal and Financial Aids,CounseIing-I6r-MineritY Students 0.
N

, --
PersonalArseling'forminority,studepts is.grovilti In 1974-75 there

- r

4 , .
,

we re -1,1-:minotify stuAents and, there rail lobe 19 minority stildentt-i-n 1975-76
. .

. ... ,

In.1974 a special peer-'cokinseling peoqii4Q for minority students, in whIn_for
,,,a

.

studenis.tfteek102!dn,50 peer hour,wai nrovided. Financfai)aid infoirmatibii

about availabIescholarships and fello,!ships is also groyide8.
s

Ai, . .,,,,

, .

IP - .

.' -

a
s

s
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OVERVEW_OF-THE MocEss Of-'e
- t_

EDLidATIONAL DEVE ANT

et

OED has beefy successful in helloing to -bring abouhanges

techniques -used by many of the Pharmacy Flatilt, This section of the report

in the 4pstructional

. .

discirs'se5:

A. .0Ees"Chenge Process. The philosophy and techn'iguesised by OED to

help faculty modify their teething styles and try new instilictional

methods are discusi4d. Carefully planned, pproaches are used by OED,

to facilitate educational change.

B.. Outcomes ,of Educational Development. OED ha4 attempted,to ackleve
Via

F.

I.

predictable outcomes that,have impact on both the teaching and the

lemming process, The outcomes of OED's efforts to improve the, eirucw--,

tional climate Affect both instructors and students.
.

A ,
----1,

Faculty Evaluationof OED. Nine faculty 'members, approximately 25% *.-

of the faculty, were interviewed in order to determine the faci.Nty''s

0 , .

response,to, . ResultS from the interview provide information,
,, .

. , .

concerning faculty use of OP, p4rceived effectivenes?, success in
2 .

O

meeting objectives, and recommendations for beginning similar efforts,in

colleges of Pharmacy. e I.

t

0,

D. Future Trends for
,

OED. Based on its five.yearS of experience, changes I

'
. .

. . --

funding, re-organi4ion, and evaluation results, OED foresee'swerious
* .- .

, ..;

immediate-and.long radttrqpds for its future.
...

.

f

4
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.Q

stages identified by Havelock* awareness, interest,trial, evaluati

and adoption. The derivation of'thee stages is based on a review of,the

c'changeprocess in agriculture; education: and other field's. Research has

indicated that an individual needs to projress throUgh each of_these stages

in sequence, in order tosignificintly change behavior.. ,

OED encourages faculty to:iniiiate proj4ts'and use 9ED services by ,

N.

building_facUlty awareness of jnstructiona1 options and'the"ree of OM

Faculty awareness.is accomplished in a 'varfetY of ways:'

.

1, An orientation to OED services and func

faculty.

is arranged 'for new

. A bi-monthly,one=pa e newsletter, ?Emphasis on Teaching", is dis-'

tribyted which summarizeS.the salient features of' a new'teaching

technology (e.g.indiYislualizing insfrOction,Jeam,teaching,'IedrOng.

_ . . :

modules, etc.).or ptovides some helpful teaching hints. Dr. Krautheim
.

, . . .

describes the newsletter as 'fl.something a busy faculty member can-.

scan between the mailho*aod the trash can." A recent eviluation of
. i

. ,-the -newsletter indicates rat most ofthefaculty Bead' theneWsletter
. . , .

and feel that it has beenusefUl'in building their awareness of
. ,

educateional options for their courses. , 6.,

t

OED personnel.have frequent informal interaction with faculty. Wrere
.

,/

,
. .. .

problems are discussed, pr ideas for improving courses are germinated.
it ..-

_ . , .
.

. .
. , r a

41 racultyare tept informed of on-going projeCts of other.faculty
/ , a

members through faCulty_Meetings and, 4, Dissemination.Brochure.:,

r''

5. An-ekEb Faculty Handbodk descriqps all-the OED Services", `and tqfpiestg A I'

Wrietrof way's that each'servide can be.used to improve Cureene:teactiing

6

..
.

.

q? practices. , .

.
.

. . . . .

'Havelock, Ronald G. .v..InStitute for Social Reseal-ch,finiversity-of Kich4gan,

Ann Arbor4 !'ichfgan; 1972. .



OED helps faculty obtain information about innovatidns tired in other
.

, . .

schools of pharmacy and allied health, 'Emd.provides. input about
,.

\
findings in educational research and new educationaTtechnolo

OED stimulates faculty interest in trying a new`teaching technology or

working on problem areain their course or
in several

ways.. "

-1. OCcaSional guest lecturerS and. consultants are brdught ip to providA

in-depth information dn,an InstructionaJ,ontion.

2. Snort seminars and demonstrations pf
new.services..offered'by OED, or

new technologies available, are S'cheduled for interested, faculty.

.

3.. OED helps faculty collect and use Student EvaluatImiof Teaching

Data as an information base for improving their courses and. teaching

o.

str-ategies.

47' OED helps facility analyze

4

r--
improve their.examinations as an ihfor-

madam base for impro ing courses andteading strategiei,;,-
"

.

.

5 `OED helps faculty locate ahkobtain commercial materials that- can be

.
,

used 'in their courses, .

1

4'ideas for projects that viillsave faculty time, or' make coverage of

il
. , " ,,,

1

content-more Efficient; are often suggested.
r

:, ..

..,- .

,; -
, ..

..., .,f0ED ,encourages falylty to become involved in tne'development process.
F k

.1'
V, ,,

ctive_prgi'cipation_by*facuity .is viewed as -i4pr'ereqU4site to developing a
, r

....usefu19diict: FaCulty trial of new

tech/\

Agues and products is encouraged,. . .
P .. . I

,e
m... , . .1 It

in several mays.

. . .
,

..

.

-,

. .OED encourages "hands-on%paeticipatien from faculty members want

,

to learn, more about'writing their'own computer programs, MWino slides,

_

apd so.bn;
.r-

:suPpbrt 'system for teaching is provided for faculty.

Of
. *

v
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The accessibility of.slides,,transparencies, tapes,e'etc.. encourages
c

faculty to= try out media that they probably wouldn't-uie if they had
.

to travel across campus to ohtain them on theif own. The, support-
8

. . , *

system also serveis a vehicle for larger changes, since faculty
'

i ""` ,--

,become more interested in improving their courses after trying out

a few small changes.

OED most often wo in a quiet way with indivfdualtlYaculty.members

and quickly provides them with, something that is useful.
.

4. An Open-door policy for facility is maintairied.su,thatTED personnel
, 4

. ..;

''
.... .

areeasily,accessible to discuss 'ideas and provide services.t

, *-

5 -,0ED facilitateOsiitutional<rards for,faculty dembers.whoricon-

,.: scientiously work on 'the improvementof:instruction.

OED heips.de faculty-to.evalute instructional. ch nges before, during, and
.

after they occur., OED attempts to make evaluation an essential part of change.

This is accomplished in several'ways.

New educational ideai are discussed with blie.faculty members who are
4 .

repreSentative

When a faCulty

of the entire faculty.

member begins working 66 a project for a course his
.

`reactips to Tach step,in the development process are soliCited, so

that the, outcome will be what the faculty member desires for his
.

--- ,

sudentS.

OED.assi?ts facility with the collection of inf rmattog on how well
. , .

changes meet their intended Objectives, and illice the
. .

instruction more efficient and/or more effectiA.,
Informationtaboui ects isdisCussed io meetings and interested

t courses and dvi.scuss the-strategies

O

4 ' I

faeulO.are encoy4raged to vis

used by their c lieagues.,

4 , #



Faculty.adoption or use of new.products and methods after they are

developed the end point.of educational development. When the adoption rate

is high, projects\& designed toward the objectives the instructor has in mind,.

and the interest and-active participation of the instructor is maintained

through frequent solicitation of ideas and comments. The highest quality,

most well conceived, educatiOnal productsmay fail unless they are adopted

and _consistently used by an instructor Since instructional innovations
a

developed through OED are owned by a professor' they tendft\be used for a

longerpertod of time than an innovation that comes from the_outside.

* OED encourages a'climate for experimentation and change among faculty by:

2.

Maintaining strict confidence of information.

PerforMing their role with professional coMpetence:

Avoiding-coercive:tactics and aggressive att¢mps to change faculty--

behavior.

4. Encouraging fatuity development of projects supported by the OED

services.
e

t.

rr

4

0



Outcomes of Educational Development.

The ultimate goal of educational development. is 'tsimprove th climate:
I

for student learning. If effective teaching is provided, students are,more

apt to'seek knowledge and continue learning after their formai education'',

endS. Educational development can focus on various dimensions of the'learning,

process. For example, itzan pe used to make instruction more efficient, more

interesting, more e fective better matched to itudents'. needs, or more

rewarding. Improved t

has worked toward the followin

Teachinp,OutcOmes

.

-. .. _
. -

nfluences both students and faculty.' OED.

teaching and learning outcomes:

1.. Awareness of the p ssibilities for improving instruction.,.

2. Ability to--use avai4able-resources fsr imprev-tsg-4nstruStion,-,

3. Assistance with some ledioUs duties (grading exams, maintaining grade

records, repeating lectures, chalk board illustrations, etc.)

Easier access to teaching lupport services and materials.
_ 7

...
_

Access to information for improving. teaching (student evaluation of-
.. 4

teaching, diagnostic -data on students, knowledge of educational

''.research, and Innovations),

.- 6.. Incre&sed self-sUfficienCy in improving instruction.

More skillful use of media.

8. Improved teaching practices,

9.* Improved tests.

10. More efficient coverage of information.

11. -More consistent /accurate- presentation of information.

. Instruction that is better matched
. .
td.profession's requirements.

13: Instruction that' is better matched to students' neeCii:1

3
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Learning Outcomes' .

J. Increased oppvtunities for individualized instruction.=

2. More immediate feedback from ex'ams.
/

." .

3.f hssistance with some tedioOs duties notetaking at lecturers;_ studying

for exams4.analyzing lab data, etcj

Diagnostic feedback on strengths and weaknesses.

JAccess tO i'emedial instruction and tutoring%

6. Better-study 04 (preview exams, study guides, class handouts,_
. .

more accurate notes)
,

-

. , ,
,

7. Better retention of information, -, : '' .

8.. More efficient.:learnth.
I

B. More challenging instruction.

10., More information to students in the same amount of time.

See the Faculty tyaluation of OED for the faculty's opinion on hoy well
.. ;.-. .-

rOED'hastattained these learning and, tpaahing outcomes.
4 4.
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Sample

Faculty- Evaluation of OED

,
, Ten* armacy professors were randomly selected from 'a population of 36

1

faculty memb s at the 0.S.d. College of for-personalinterview ss.
...

EaCb professor as asked a series of questions about his use and opinion of
$. .

% ..

OED; The sample s to be a representativelgroip of the College.

4t.

.

The sample inclu:dedboth undergraduate, graduate and continuing-educattein

e-1,--;"'
.faculty, lome Who had been Viitti the College for (little as one year .arid others'-

. folirtwenty years, and,flcultfienvolyed 01-imarily in college administration,
.--'

as well ,s faculty involVed 'in teachitTg..
'

Methodology . a
. .

4
2

..
One hour' interviews Are scheduled with each-of the selected faculty members.

ft .r . . .
.

An intervieW sChedule which utilized both forced cRoic and open-ended items-

k.

"I' was used. Two interviewers conducted-the interviewio a 3-day period. Both
, .

interviewers were not regular OED staff members, and did not know the faculty.
.

,t,

I. '0 .

'I!

The faculty was assured.of the confidentiality of 'their reSponses and was

.

.

encogeaged to ,respond candidly-- \
.

,

) .

I -. . el i-
Summary.,

p.4

All interviewed faculty f elt that OED was,.useful and had provided a bene-
.

ficfal service to Vie Cojlege. All interviewed faculty had used OED seevices-
...,.

at l eas t once and alMost 70% had been.involved .in an OED project on,whiCh they
--i-

.
-,.

. ,...
i

wOrked.an average of 100 hours. The4ix.most used OED services by ,faculty are:
.

s offset*printihg, student'egialuation of teaching, test scoring, audio services,
t 2 , i

' 1
,production of black and white slides, -and developing curriculum objectives.-

0 % , 4. '
'7".7. 4 'Z .

One faculty member',Was.in the midst of moving and was unable to complete
an interview before l'eavirig This reduced the .sample to Rine.

.
, ,

.
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.

. ,

.Interviewed faculty felt that in terms-ofits original objectives, OED

has been most smccewful in-establishing instructional development and
'

support services. activities in studentrecruitmept,-and evaluation.- Lower
ir , -

levels of tu6Cess have been achieved ire revising and updating curriculum.

All the, interviewed culty recommended that other colleges, of pharmacy

,,,- .

4

F

adopt some .type of educational development capability. Twenty per-cent felt
.

that other, colleges should adopt an eddcatibnal development.effort, even if
,..

to a lesser extent.

In terms of improving the-teaching-learning process,'interviewed faculty

'felt that QED has had the most impact on the teaching activities of.fdculty .

.- .

An providing easier access'to support services, and materials,-assisting with

!.-
,tedious teaching duties, and increasing faculty's access- torinformatiOdfor

improv'illg teaching. Faculty felt that OED has had, the most impacton. student,

leerninvin providing.studentsnore opportunity for individualized learning,.

access to remedial instruction and tutoring, and making student` .

. .

e -

&ire efficient. .
.

Es
. . .

When lskedabout OED4s future focus given their redUced funding as of
.

. , .
. .

JOY: 1976; _faculty were divided equally as to the.most essential services
(

. . . , .
J

and functions OED should perform in the future,. Tive.Of th ine intervfewed.

s 4-.
., . .

4 .
.

faculty felt lirpEp snbilld focus 'more on curricubm deVelopmentand
4

, ....

evaluation and tesson media services: The other four faculty felt that OED

Ye

should focus more on providing teaching suppWservices. Many useful

io recommendations for improving OED were provided by faculty. ,(Refer to the

interview resu lts for a comprehensive'listing brfatulty recommendations.)

fr



least used OED services by faplty are video tape, questionnaire

development, reviewing the files of commercial curriculum materiali, pro-,

ti

,

slide- tapes, and dry mounting and l-aminating...

4

/

t
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Results

The responses:of the faculty to. each question are presented below.

1. Rougher' estimate the extent to which you have w e.d the iateowing OE)
zenvice,6 darting the past 5 yeats. Extent ne.iem tc eitheA the
iii.equency a Lae at the amount time spent using 4 savice.

0 1 2 ,3
Not u4s2d SOdomiat Occa6ionatty/ FiCequ.entty

; ..e,tttte time at' ea it amo ur o 6 at much time
time

:The frequency of the varying amounts of use of .each service was

computed. Services were then placed in rank order to display the most used

to the lea t used service for each area of educational development

.(curricula , instruction, and evaluation) as rated by faculty. Ties are

i11iistrat d by taking the average of theltems which received the same

number responses.-

CURICULUM

/ deveioping coutse objecti.vea

2 devetoping new cutticuta ptoduct(4)

.anatyzing' coume content

4 devetoping new couxii'e,(4)

5 Aiviewing 612es o6 avattabZe.commeAcia,e m*eA.tat4

EVALUATION

1.5 te4t sconing

1.5 u4e 66 student evabiati.on aL teaching, eitvice/s

3 _pitojt.ct evailation

5 use o6 Mo46.2eaiizeci Statistica,U*Evatuation ,Pachage (MSEP .604test
77-77ana44,14.

constit.ucti.on.jot impkoverrent 06 exams

corautti.ng 4tatizti.c6 and/o measurement

4. - 9G 95
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Lae oi tut 4thing mq.chine tke cta4toom-
,

aae o6 Computekized individuatized Stadent Eyatuation pi Teaching

9 quationnaae development

iNSTRUCTION

1 panting (oi4et)
2 audio 4eivices

3 4.ide4 -(b.eaeh g white)

4 overhead tr.anzpanenC,Lets

6 compute t apptication4

6 photognaph's

6- 4Lideo (eam)

8 ,oaphie4

9.5 dry mounting on taminating

9.5 4.tiae. tapez

10 video tape

Have- you eompZeted (an) OED pnofec,t(.5)?

'6. Yu 3 No

a. 16 Yels,

(1) How many' ptp fues?,

k..

The median number of-projects completed,by the six.faculty
members who had completed projectS was 2 .

6

(2) E6timate the total- number o6 manhouu. you4pent.

.4n
.

,

Thg.average number of manhours spent by ajaculty member on
OED projects was 100 hours

() Grade the ovenztt a ot-601. pnojedt.

. A B F

4.-
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4:1 Devi.-66: and Ztiptemerl.c. icecium:tnient a ctiyiti.e4 with. a _goat. d6
inuteaking grytatf..mejlt.-. . . .

, . ,- -,- i . , -
How StAcing-ty woad you Aeco:niftend otheCt-,c.o.teeg e6. of Ptcutmacy to adopt
4-ome type ol educationat devaopmen,c capabiigity? (Cheek the one but ,

Aispon6e*.r. . At

The number of faculty' who sefe-hed
.

each optiink is prCialted.

4 VeJuj 4ticongZy

3 Stii.ongey

2 With a hew it.uutation6iquatifricat;i:on4 (What cute Ithey?)-

')t

If you get quality staff \equal to-those we have here, who are '
proficient at Closing the gap ,between the social and physical sciences/.

Y.!
No model should be superimppsed on another college - s.hould b
.adopted differently itp;.every situation.

Educational development activities shbuld'be kept, in. the background.,
The staff should be consultants and support ongoing processes rather
than imposing large changes.

,

Better to haVR a regional educational l clearinghousefor several colleges
rather thayan OED at; every college. 4':

0 With many !Le4envations/quati6ialtiAn4,- (What ate they?).

0 Noettecommended

Rate, the amount o impact OED ha6 had on ime4oving the tea .ping /.
teannirig pltoce.44 in the 6ottowing cuteaz :

. 0 1; "; 2

3No impact Li tat itypact 'Some immpct hMuc 4pact
The mean, (7) and :rank order far each is presented.

RANK

2*.5

2.5

TEACHING

L 0 EazieA. acce,s4 4uppo4t 4saviee6 and
mateh-Cat6.

2 . 6 A64istanee witirtedious data (e.g. grading
exams ,.tepeati.ng.tectwteds , etc.)

Acee44 inktniation 604 -1.mpitoang teaching
(e.g. Student Evaluation' o 6 Teaching,
diagno4ti.e. 4tudent data, knowtedge '06

'edugationat Ite6eaAe.h. and innot)at-Lon4),
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. ''

4:1 Devi.6 and bnpteme4 neww,itnientactLyiti.e6 with, a .goat 66 %
incitea.ki.ng .enitateme ,pt.- ,,

. .
-. ,

.-- ..- 0.; , ,- ,,
flow Zt,todgty woad you new:irk-end othe91.-epttege,6 oli awl.maw to adopt
4ome -type .oi educational development c.apabatty? (cheek the one beat ,

401 .

iti6ponaer.

The number of faculty wlio srteed each option is prer-s-Aited.

4 -Vent' z-Vtongy. :

3 Stitongcy

2 With a hew te,sabationqqtuzei..64.eati. (What cute:they?)
f

If you get quality staffvequal to, those we have here, who are"
proficient at Closing the gap ,between the social and physical sciences/.

. 7-
No model should be superimposed on anbther college = s.hould be
.adopted differently ilikevery situation.

4

Educational development activities shbulebe keptsin. the background.
The staff should be consultants and support. ongoing processes rather
than 'imposing large changes.

. , :

Better to have a regional educational clearinghouse for several colleges
rather' than/an OED at: every college, v-' . ., -- ,,

0 With many. /te6eitvation6 lquaLL6ir_ati.onz- ((Oat ane -they:2h

0 Not itecommended

Rate. th.e amount oil' impact OED Ito had on imp;apving the tea tang /.
Zeanruirig pitocezz in the 6o.e.towing anea4:,-

, 0 ..
No .impact _ Littec igipaci Some impart . Much pact.

The mean. OF) aNd:ran-k' order fOr each fs -presented.
-,----?

RANK K TEACHING

1 -3,0 " EazieA, acceAsis to isuppo)rt 4.eAvice,"6 and
1------ _ mate)riato. . ,

,

2 . 5 , 2 . 6

2,5 '2,6

A644,6tance w-1.41..ted iouo duties (e. g gltading
exams, nepectti.ng' tectuite4 , ete. )

Acee,64 to in6ouiation 401t. 4:nip/Loving teaching
(e.g. Student Evaeuation' o 6 Teaching,
diagnctztic. 'student data, know/edge
educational !teseaAch and innointion's)e

. .
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1.4

5 ' 2.4

2.4

2,1

-8

1 0

1I 1 . 4

121 1.3

Awa)Line:54. c po4zabititi.e4
' -4n6titue,tion. .

Ab.it,ityrto 46.e. avcitr.p.bte te6oweee6 .60t. imptov-
ing intstue.on.

ImpnAd.teaching, pn.a

. Shiet6u2 u.6d o6 me

Impaved testis

Mote Wieient coveAape o6 inionmat'ion
.

r

In6tuition that 'a better matched ,tb ztudent64'
'need6 .

Make canziitent/acca4dt pn senta tion o6
inionmatidn

tottitetion that -betten matched to

4

pna eisa.ion'a tequptelifentz

RANK X
---r- : .

1 ".. , 2.4 Mote approitunity ion indi.viduattied tecning

2:5 2 . 3
. iiMote eie.ient kaithl.ng

2 . 5 2 . 3 Aeceaz. ,to teinediaL inztAuc,tLon and /ling

LEARNING-

Az4i6tahee tediou6 "dutie6 (note taking;
istadying ban examS, g,LeJ )

4.5'- 2.1 BvIen...6.1.2adi aids (ace e .notea , haitdouts,
exams)

6 . 2 . 0 Mote inte)te6ting .i,nstiLustion

S

7 1.9 Mote .i.:n6oitmati.on,to Atudento *in the .6a.me. Onowit
oi

1.7 Moite'imnediate ieedback inom exams

9. 5 1.4 eDiagnortle ieedback on 4.0.engt12,6 and weak,
ne6.6e.:6 o6.,6tadentis4.

9..5 1,4' Bata netenti.on of in6oitmation
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7. Gtimen 0E04 teduCed 6tInang a4 o6 Apse 30th, 1995,-what do you"think
.

., -alt. the'mort e4.6eqtiaZ iseutcii,and tune ions ()Mean pap/m.4 the
6atute?

Should work With faculty in developing courses and continue
audle-viival support.

r

Curriculum development as to be the most important.. This is
,unique to OED. The other services could be gotten somewhere
else on campus, The evaluation function needs to be improved.
1m tired of SET. Support services should be continued,on a ,
More limited scope.

Focus on increasing the nuper of alternatiVe educational
approaches ,used.

4

The duplicating services are invaluable.' rt is very convenient
to have all these services here - really benefits the initruction
too. . Use of the computer, although good,- may have tole out
down with a reduced budget. OED should emphasize servi.tes not
innovative educational alternatives. "'"

. Assist our teaching program and curriculum.

r.
Focus on curriculum and 'evaluation. Hire someone'to do-the
AA' stuff.

Maintain teaching aids. Do,statistiCal studiei"on current
students and graduates. Construct.and analyze tests and
evaluate courses.

'Provide external suppOrt for.optimizing the learning fuiiction.

Prioritize the allocation of resources for instructional
*development, so that the newest faculty or least experienced.'
educators receive the most assistance. Put more.resources"into-
curriculum development.'

Use more non-profeisional staff for performing the more.tqchnical
educational development functions. -

Continue, to prepare audio-visual matorfals, provide off-set press
services, and eval6atIn and test analysis services.,

Focus on curriculum development and course development. Many
support services'activities can be done.41Lindividual pr ssors:
OED should also be working on objectivei,-Improving test:
evaluation- of comrsea.,

1 fi
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Do you have any Ateommeadation6 ion impoyUg the opeAation of 0,E.Dc?

1. Students should help generate items for Student Evaluation

-,.Teactling.instruments.,

Minority retention programs should be improved.

OED should be more aggressive in working with.faculty.

4. Need programs to involve faculty more.

. .

,
. .

5. Need more involvement from students - OED should moretg9resiVely

pursue student involvement.

6.' Need program in "how to teach" for new faculty and.ghduate

students.

'7. Need to develop voluntary program in faculty developmdnt to help

faculty:

evaluate themselves 41

develop courses
improve teaching skills.

a. OED should try didactic daises rather than spending so much. .

time one -to -one.

. ...

8. OED should work more to change.studentattitude. (Students.ar.e

diskayed that faculty is so highly qualified). Use evaluation to
-find out more about student attitudes and how to make them more 1-'

' positive.

9. The instructional methods are great and have my siz port.

f 10., Need to shift `from student evaluation and the type of evaluations
used to .date to a mechanism for improving legitimate evaluation

Of teaching materials and aid faculty in evaluating how the teach-

ing is working.

.
11.1 Need to further clarify what 'is done in evaluation,. how informat-

. ion Ts used, how it helps development r- through a. document or

seminars.

,

. 12. Faculty is unaware of Many educational alternatives- Seminars are
needed on the educational process and learning, and the best way

to getinaterial across to Students..

13. More emphasis on new techniques for improving instruction (e.g.
Computer-Assfsted and Computer-Managed Instruction).



--
,

, ' ,

14. Need an th-house-prOgram on what,ha been done using tudcessful.
.

A' On projects. Like_ to hear what, Pharmaceutics has done lb dAail,
and hpw_this might apply to OthercolTses.-5.hould be done at .:

--least one a year. Summer is-a good-time.

15. Need 'more consultation service. OED staff needs to, m_ them-
selves More available.

16. Evaluation is getting out of hand - particularly 'curriculum
.

evaluation.. Some Student Evaluation of Teaching (SET) forms are
devisjve; SET,questiods are sometimes- biased - not impartial .

17. Faculty perceived OED as coming to make drastiC change. They
need to be somewhere in-between small. and large changet.

18. .A pharmacy specialist woklid be useful as an.OED staff member.

19. Like to have full-time graphics personnel.'

20. OED needs to begin, with a "macro" approach -.get curriculum
revamped and then get to the instructional services area.

21. Need curriculum specialist on OED staff with B.A. in Pharmacy, M.A.
in Administration, and Ph.D. in Educational Development.

22. By its - design 06 has slighted curriculUm-development. Could
have used one more entire staff to spend time with curriculum
development. Should have spent more time examining, tfie,
appropriateness of the Curriculum.

23. OED tried to influence curriculum at the outset but their efforts
were thwarted. Now there iq a,strong push for curriculum develop-
ment by faculty. It is quite controversial and in need of
attentions

24. Need more cent4lized, better controlled duplicaling services for
entire college. to

25.. Needmare emOhasis.on improving graduate education,

26. Good instructors improve Courses that are already good. The
weak instructor doesnot seek out help. There is no good way
for OED to grab hold of the poorer instructors and help them
improve their teaching style and courses.

1
27. Make orientation and training in educational, development a r

pre-quarter requisite (similar to requirement) first faculty
meeting of the year.

(Ct

28. I'm verAisappoint6d that OED felt the grant was*Written: only .

for undergrad e instruction. 1 wanted OED toalso focus on
Ether educati concerns of the college.

.1 0 .
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.29. opp started with a 'low profile and ,have had a hard time - -

changing their image /to include more sophisticated types of

educational ,development.

Genita Comment-4 about OED.

Done what it was designed to do.

Beeh 'very helpful . -,

They've stimulated 'a lotof thought.

Been able to oil some of the rusty wheels at least get them

.agitated .

Overall I've enjoyed working with the OED personnel.

, . .

Provides ati alternative view - not always the only way - but

its. good to listen and incorPorate a, few -of these things..

Dr. Krautheim interacts very well with the 'faculty. He doe'sn't

4, threaten faculty but still gets his points across.

Has been a shot in the arm for ',the instructors - but mainly- at
the "micro" instructional devices 'level._

Their contribution` has been rather s,izeabfe._
Its lived up,to our *expectations* and .possibly gone beyond.

How was I' selected? I've: used OED probably the, least of anyone.'

I respect their effoit and their ingendity in knowing' and using

related activities and resources across campus.

1

We aye. really wasting our time if we areteaching the .wrong

'thing. but teaching it better.

. .
Do you invest in, an OED or in putting research scientists behind

pharmaceutical counters to see what it really meansTobe a,

practicimg'phannacist? Maybe then we will improve the quality

of education. Its a close tradeoff; '

t.

Has improved .A,-V area tremendously. Testing ,has Unproved to'a

A. high level. -But little improvement has oceurred,An the

curriculum area (OED has 'tried but met _with much resistance -`

-can't grade them on intent though..)

Item analyses are so use for me. ... v

They provide a valuable service.

Overall I'd give OED a. favorable rating. . 4

1.10
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Nture Trendsrbr Dip

I

Since-0ED has reached the end of its'five=year involvement as a Special

---=-- -Project Qrant-PrOgriam under HEW, the OED faculty foresee several trends for

the'iminediate future-:

(I'. More-emphasis on project dRvelopment and less emphasis on providing

services.
11(

More'emphasis on curriculum development and evaluation and less

emphasis. on- instructional methods.

3. Reduction ofthe services offered so that the quality of services .

. remains high and the volume is lower. Some leis used services that

can be obtained eliewhere in the college. or university'will be
A . A

. deleted. Faculty will be asked to become more selective in what

they ask OED

4. 'Reduction of the OED faculty and staff. 'OED will lose one faculty
..

member, the manager of production services, and 1/2 time computer,

5. Reduction in the purchase of materials a nd.supplies. Needed soft-

ware will be rented rather thampurchased, when possible. Supplies
4

will be .less plentiful and used primarily for project related work.

Plateau of computer use. EMphasis will be placed on,maintaining and
A

utilizing existing computer programs rather than_ developing extensive

new programs,-

Preparation of proposals requesting funds for specific instructional

development projects.
. -

8. More emphasis on'in-service.educatign workshops, seminars, colloquia,

and retreats for faculty where educational developmerit topics are

discussed and put into practice.

- 99
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Long range goals for QED includ9:
.

. , .

l. _Collaboration with other colleges of Pharmacy to make joint effdrts for
-.'. .

iftroying_phi6acy instruction.
te

g.. Increase in the research capability so that more.research can be conducted
. . . - . .

in areas: such as educational policy, comparing edvatiotalmethodS,
.

analyzing teaching-learning process, and analyzing trait-trbatment

4

jnteractidn.

Use of OED as an.externship for students in. education.at Ohio State.

Students can work on short term educational development projects for

course credit.
1

.1 * 1

1*
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RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
n

-
-

.

_

.. The type and amount of resources neOded by an educational development
.. ,

4.-/- 1 0

'unit depend on .its sizeibd goals, A relatively high level of .funding 'Ias-
i , ,
i

allowed OED to build a sophisticated educational capability with cdmprehen-

,.
.

.

five AnOigh-quality,staff, equipment and supplies.
. . . . i'

C 1 .1

Staffing

0 ,
.

Many types of personnel from education and related fields can a .

re-
,

, 1 ., 4
t* with educational development'. The folioWing list depicts tome of t

educational personnel that could be hired for cons4ting, part-timeor.fuil-
.

time empfoyment. Individuals With a combination of _these skills may be

found.

,

1 Curricu um Specialist: Ph.D. or Masters'Jevel. Can help develop or

refi ne entfre curriculum and ;assist in the development of new ,

% ) . , 4 \ .. .OP %

programs ms and courses. Can prepare grant proposals for cdrriculuM..:'
-development.

.
. .,

2. .Educational Communications Specialist or rnstruction 1 TeChnolagist:
. ,

Ph.D.. or Mas-iers level. Can design instructional systems for, _
.

.
.. .

.
.

producing slides, transparencies, Knows. media, innovative

courses or programs which may include,printed materials,,media, and

comer software. Can set ulpudlo-vtsua production services for'

instructional technologies, and educational applications
_
o, f the

.

.
. , . .

computer. Cad prepd*.e giant proposals . for instrUctldnal develOpment,

3 Educational Psychologist, Srcialisein.Student Services or Guidance

.

and Counseling: Ph.D. or Masters. Can improve'recruitment
.

procedures andestablish.istudent retention programs such as tutoring,

remedial education, study :skills; counseling, group counseling, on

-.10T -
toa
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4 .

" .

-special issueso financial aidcounselit1 ig, personal counseling,i . .

r
. ,

i

. .

career' career nformation services, and job placement
. ,

servicj. Knows learning,theory and testing.. Can'design Instruction

that reflects lea thing principles and develop tests.
..J. .

..

4.4 Measurement'and Testing Specialitt (Psychometrician)-or Research
. ,

-and Evaluation Specialiit:, Ph.D. or Masters. Can help faculty!

t. .. 1

improve. their examihatiOns, design and analyze student or colleague .......

.
' evaluation of teaching procedures,, develop.criterion

..

or norm' .'._

.

7,.

i

t

referencd tests to assess pharmacy programs. Can evaluate II -

..

.
..

,

programs, instructional-development projects, and courses to foster
. ,

r
.

.

improverne? and iprovjde nformation on;quality. Can do educational
, .

'

research"and provide information
4to faculty on extant educational

(
4

. k

/ research._

5. Science Education Specialist or_Pharmacy Educator: An expert n

. ..
.,

i.

science Or-pharmacy education- .makes a good team member when large
-

,

if

changes in = curriculum content are planned.%

,
-

. Computer Specialist froth Computer%Sciences or Education: An

individual with prqgramming capability, expertise in educational'

.
applications for the computer, anti knowledge of"data'storage and

1
.

' -

retrieval Ostems can aisist in ffor0 where the coTpdtegwill

*heavilyutilized.

. Audio-Visual Technician. Ca5* handle A-V equipment (matntenance,

storage, and repair), make slide's, transparencies, slide Wes.,

audio =tapes, photographs and other audioiviivals.

. Writer/Editor from English, Journal-km, or Education: Can *develop
.

instructional materials with supervision from instructional.
1

8 . . ,

tedhnolo.gist or curriculum specialist.- Assist with.grant proposals.

Assist with'ikilfc relatiOns.



O

eNs

9. Graphic Artist: Can provide.lettering, technical drawings, drawingi
, .

of.themicai structures and free-hand drawings for visuals and

prinied materials. ,

.
, . ,

. . -...,,,,, -.

10. Photographer: Can shoot and process pictures for slides, manuals,
. .,

publiereIations material.,' Can shoot motion picture film and).
.

video to es.

.

Instrucdonal Aid: Can perform tasks such as data analysis, running

A-V equipment or test sCoring chinet-,.helping instructors during

. classes, collating an stapling. materials.

.

12: Machine Operator: Can operate equipment such as.bffset press,

xerox, mimeo, QV computer hardware.

OED's,staffing pattern represents a Comprehensive sampling of various

"educational skill areas. A curriculum specialist, instructional

technologist, and evaijiation and measurement spetialist at. the Ph.D. level

direct the threeOED components.* Two Masters -level personnel, an

educational media-specialist and g student services specialist manage the

produrfibn,of instructional materials and student recruitmentand.retention

respectively. Two graduate ;tudentsfrom education and psychology maintain

and program the in-hodse computer and assist with research and evaluation

activities. Two full -time seeetafsies assist with a -variety of-tasks.

Since the prodyttfon work aspect'of OED is extensive, the operationt -

requiresa fairly.large support staff. The production. staff includes- five

half-time student wOrkers4 photographer, graphicartistv offset operator,.
I. t

and two.inttructional aids. The procluctiori staff is drawn entirely from, .i I 'A 'A
students who work at hourly- pay rates. Production 'staff are hired on the, 1

basis of their skill; personality and aptitude rather than their durseWoric..

.. .

Photographers and graphic artists are assened onthe basis, their
i

. .

, .

portfolios.' It.is important that the.grapW artist aft() has a background
_

.
/ ., ,

,

- 104 1:-.5 I.
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in chemis;try. The trade -'off in hiring part -time students is that tasks,
. . r

1 N./
frequently lack follow- through: Since the staff is in and-out, it is same-.
times difficult' to 'keep track of the pi-ogress of tasks:-' The Staff is

recruited primarily throUgh word-of-mouth, though poSitionsareloccasion411y,

adverli zed _in the campus newspaper..

.The indst essential production skills needed vihen startingran OED aces
.t

otie person with skills in both 'photography and graphics with
1 . . c

in chemistry. and one person for odd-jobs; .

. . ,-,
, OED has tikep the position that the perspna.14t9 and interPertonal 'skirls

.

cif pe'rsenntel are as imortant as their educational. background' anti ekperience:
,

..
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Bugiget

Since 1970 the Ofijor portioNi OED's budget has come frokthe Department
rt '

r

of Health', EfliKriliLOQi and Melfareundir ihe,Special.Ppjects.QrantsPrOgram of
l'

the Buren- of Heal ower EdUcatiork. 'Funding for the live-year project:
t

. ,
, , :- - ,

officially ended 30, 1x97. OED.will continue to operate,at approxi- -,

.. - - -.,e
, 6

.
.

.mately one-half the fundifl4 it has operated, with..for the past five vars,
.

1
c .

,through funding, fr m the College of-Pharmacy at'The Ohio State University.

I -6
The following ch is portray qeiefskefcriof OED's fiscal support for the

past five years':

r

*sari ce
et
r.

F---
W

W
0-

V)
w

1970-71 $72,500 $11,125

1971-72. 72,500 11,125

,

' V)
W xt 1 F-
:LI 2:
CO V) oil c7C
cr 1-1.3 1'7'-.
=-71 W=

*LP)
2: G. Q(

CC)
UJ W

V) CD-J

CD L- a Ce
F- CC la-

$3,700 $4,806 sli.00p' $111,125 ,$275850 $138,57!

3,700 6,800- 17,000 111,125 ' 27,850, 138,97!

1972-73 95,228 7;565 5,300 7.800 7,249 -123,142 28,352 j51,49
_

4,680 5,800 7,600 8,365 129,295 414-9.3 170,7811973-74 102,850

AN.

, 1974-75 . 107,185 8,090 6;000 .7,600 8;601 137,476, 41,493 178,96

'Category

Total's $450,263' 542,585 p24,500 $86,600 .55B,215 $612063 5167,038 $779,20

* for perspool and major equipment *chases
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Equipment

O

There is°a tremendOtis variety of equipmint available for educaitonal

. $ ,
activtties, including production equipment,.Sudio-visuai eqmjpMent, com-

puter hardware, and general office equipment.. The following chart depicts

'LED `s current equipment holdings. OED has over'150 equipment items, ranging
o

-crom an in-house time-share computer to typewriter stands.

Gee
.1

Name. .Price

.\.

Range Total. Numbe
of IteMs /

.fidio=visual

Equipment
Slide Projectors

(2 x 2)-

a,'
'''') 80 - 17tr

A
23

..

ette Recorders 33 - 72 62

.TV Monitbrs,.22"- & 9"- , 129 - 175 19

Overhead Projectors
*)

.100 - 285 7'

Filmstri0 Projectors 35 - 140

, ...

. , *
Motion Picture Projectors
Super 8 & 16mm

298 - 695

.

7

.

4

Audrio Tape Recorders .

(Reed to Reel)
145 - 460 a-.

# ---1 ()pave Projector 41-4,D,0 ...

.Headsets (Mono & Stereo) 29
, ,

. 9

Microphones,,including
two wireless

22 - 5

.

e Lantern Slide projeci9r -$300

Screens / 49 -: 160 14

fr

.

. Portable Public
Address Systems

65 - 250 . . 3 -,

Au4i6Ampliffers
.

40 - 90

.

- 11 6 -
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0*.

I
.1."

Area
.

- Naine-'-
; --- ,

price Binge No. of Items-
Production
!qui pnlent

.

.

,

,

.

,
l' Photographic Equipment -

fis
. :

.1.' 8 .-"245
-.235

. .
190-
'9 - 136.
36

10
30

. 40
11

. .

: 3
'1
1

1

2
1 ..

,

..

.

, 4.--- - ..
Cameras (35mm),
Cameras (super 8)

_Copy_ _stand . . -
Lenses., meters, lights
Editor**(84n),,
Contact printter
Slide mounter
Strobe .--;,,

.a' f"

.

...

Videotape `Equipment" .

$625
94 .

75
294:-

. 425
375 .

. 595 ,

3

3
1

2
1

1

2

1,
.

, T.V.-c0 ra .

Tripods* -
.,- Equipment ,cart , .

,...,,
-Lens, i ,

Special Effects Gengraor ..

VideAtape Player
Videotape Recorder .. 1,-,

. Printing Equipment, .

.

$ 404
1468 -, .' .
,178
4132

243

-.

1

1

1

1

1

7
-..

.
.1.

Collator .

Offset. Master Maker :
.Of'fs'et Master Conversion
-Offset Press' ',

.`, Paper Dri 11- .1 'II z
Staplers '. 11* =. 78

--.- (manual '81 el ectric)
..

...

,

Graphic Equiptnent .

$ 168.
10

, 130a.
*379

0
1.

''l.
-1

Dry Mount'Prest
light Box
Paper Otter
Thermofax

_

,

-, . .

Other Graphics, Equipment
'.:f ,

$ 200 .

.

.

-

, .

Pent, templates,. etc. ------



Area
.

i ,

Price Range No. of Items

COmputer
Hardware
. .. ---

` HeWjett Packard 2000F
Time-Share Computer

.

....

, $8,0,000 '1

.
,

..

r .

.

Computer Terminals
.

Hard copy
. Video display\ .

Video display and/or

hard- copy . P

. - .

$975 - 4200

$1295,- 2250
$1925

qb

16

6

1

,

,._

,
Mill ti plenv...1, $2200 1

. ...

. Test Scoring Machine:*
'with Compiter Interface

..$3595

,

.

. ,
.

-.
.

. .
Stand-alone ,Test

' SCoring Machine
.

--695 1

-

Office% ,.

Squiment
''''

t, , ,

.

TypeWriter§
Cabinet
,Dictation Equipment

Calculator .

Bookcases
Tab.l es -
File cabinets .

Desks and typing stands
1 Chairs

.

$.150 - 440

41- -8125
140- -=323

96
32 1.64
42 - 154

44 - 79

132 --210
42 94 ..

,.-

11

3
4

' 1

:19.

14,

19

:13

32

,.
i

.

,

1

fi

p.

4



b.

STARTING AN EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT EFFORT

Va
4.

There are numerous appr aches to.incieasing the amount of emphasis *

th'e educational process within a college of pharmacy. Deciding what type

oreducational development activities should and can occur in a particular

college, reqUires consideration of many questions. Characteristics of the

university or college, the pharmacy students and. graduates, the pharthaty
.

. -

curriculum, and the faculty, should be considered. Each setting has unique

4*
needs, problems and opportunities th t should be explored when selecting .

strategies for improving harmtcy ducation.

1 This section of the report presentsta variety,of ideas forenhancing

itlyqvdment in eAcational_activities. :It is Neant to stimultate thinking

rather than provide comprehensive or in-depth discussion of alternatives.t,

This section inclOoles:

A. 'Questions to explore

B. Educational Development Optiot

C. Critical ISsues

O

4

114.
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Questions ti) Explore

4
The folio ring is a list of sample questions that might he explored when

- attempting to organize a more istematic approach to instructional improve-

ment. Some of,the questions be answered easily. Others are more diffi-

-
cult to answer, and are primaily meant to either provoke escussion, orit

16
encourage the collection of data in this area. !fame of the questions could

be Useful t a faculty meeting or retreat to stimulate discussion on

educational issues.

essing the University,or College

1. .
Does the university proWde instructional development, testing and

measurement, computer, or ()per services that are available to your

r,

faculty?

',How good age these services?. Row costly? HOw comprehensive? How

accessible? Is it 'convenient for faculty to use these services? Is

.-

the turnaround time acceptab)e?

3. Is there a `coTlege or division of education? Does it contaift indivi-

.(

duals with ekpertjse in,instructional technology, educational Media

tests and measurement, research and evaluation, curriculum development,

educationatdevelopment, and= educational psychology ?'

Is it felble to receive some type of assistance from the 'college of

education? Can some-education faculty be used as consultants? Can

some education students be used as interns or graduate research asso-

ciates? Can education courses, seminars, workshops, etc, 66 utiliied

by your faculty? , ,

5. Does the campus have facilities and 44u ent for educitional develop-

.

ment that can be used by your faculty? Does the campus loan out audio-

visual eqUipment?' Can faculty use a campus darkroom? Can faculty use

- no - 11.Q



a campus computer? *How feasible is it to use Campus facilities and
;

eqpipment?

-6. Does-the university or college sposortommittees, seminars, colloquia,
- 0

lectUres, consultants, 'etc. on educational topic .

'

7. Is there access
4

to information about educational innovations research,

and devgiopment through university. libraries? Through oth= sources?

Are any of theta-I-lied health schools on campus or nearby involved in,

edUcational innovations? Can yodcollaborater4p some)tay?

Assessing. the College. or Departmint of Phatinacy--

t9. Are there available funds fbr educafionaldevelopme t? How much? Can

further funding v requested through the university, r other means,.

such as grants or special project funds?

10. Is the college already involved in improving

currently being done? How effective is'it?

instruction? ''What is

What areas should 66

.

expanded? ,ShoUld some areas be curtailed?

11. Dog the college have clearly defined gOals fpr improving instcuction?

ShoUld they be clarified before PrOceeding further?

12. Are there one or mor individuals who are currently.taking responsi-
.

bility.for educational development activities within the college?

13. Are there institutional rewards for quality teaching.

14. Is information,about'idproving.education and developments in pharmadY

education made available to faculty through- faculty meetings, seminars,

a.

lectures, dissemination of educational reprints, newsletters, partici:

Ration in committees, linkages to other colleges of pharmacy,' and lb on?

Assessing the Pharmfty Faculty

15, To what-extent fis the faculty awafe of existing campus and in-house

educational/dev lopment,services and facilities?''

7 111-415
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1 To -what extent are available services and, facilities used by facility?

-,

0 not used, why?
- +. -, ',

17. To what extant is the faculty aware.of instructidhal- options, educational--
5 . y

.
research, developments in pharmacy education, educational innovationstr

I,

. ,

and processes and procedures for improving education?

18. To what extent does the faculty attend lectUr's, seminars, or meetings.

on educational topics?
. -

19. In what ahasire the faculty ready to imp:o e in tructiOn? Chat
,

Ts the

knowle é, base? What'are the areas of inter st7 =Where are the most.
. ,

. critica -_prOblemsq.
.

20. To what extent are faculty already improving their instruction.

.21. To what extent do faculty skillfully use media and other teaching'tech-ye

niques and strategies?

22. To what extent do faculty use well-designed, valid and reliable exami-
. . .

nations, present course Content effTentlYTaCcurately and consistently,
0

or use student evalation of teachikself evaluation or colleague

evaluation information to improve their courses?

, ,,,

..; Assessing the Pharmacy Students and Graduates

0 t .

't-'23.,, Are high qUality students being' successfully recruited and retained?
/

24; Are students performing well on examinations? /

25. Can graduates locate and retain satisfying positions in the profession?

26. What is the students' reaction to the quality of instruction?

. 1

27. What is the graduates' reaction to the quality of instruction?.

'28. '-Ave the instructional formats currently.used motivating student§,to

their fullest potential?

29. Are itudehts retaining i ortant information?

-112 -
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30,-.Are the individual needs, interests, and aptitudes of students

assessed and' responded to through multiple teaching/learning strategies?
. _.

0'1, .Are student support services, such. as tutoring, remedial assistance on
. -

basic skills, diagnostTesting and feedbadk, coaseling and job

-. .

4 1

placement provided?

Assessing the Pharmacy Curriculum

32. What areas of the curriculum are the weakest? The strongest? ,Why?
'L

,33. Are %students being over-educated or under-educated for their profes-

sional careers.i. For entry,into graduate School?

34. Is therriculum uNtb date?
4 f

35. Are tfielnterrelationships between courses well coordinated?'

36. TS the curriculum efficiently educating students in the least possible

time? 0
L.

a

37. Is the curriculum relevant to employment opportunities?. To graduate

school req'uiements?
T.

38. Is e curriculum.flexible enough tn meet the needs, interests, and

vv.

aptitudes of individual students?

CC

C
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Educational Develiphent Options
t

The following is a list of options for organizirig an instructional
. .

improvement effort.. The list is meant to.stimulate you thinking about some

,

available options. The-type of development effort that s appropriate for

a College_dependS on its unique needs, problems and opp rtunittee. Options

by an individualaresepirated into activities that can be adcomplishe

faculty member, and activities.thkt reqUire some institutional department

or university level support. Options are also categorized by tot:cll.-6st in

terms oflioL1ars, time, and expertise required:
11

Individual Faculty L6el*

Low Cost High.Co;t-

1: .
Auditor take courses for

credit in education.

2. Participate in educational

colloquia.

3. Attend "Improvement of

Instruction"-seminars.

4, Utilize audio and visual

5. Enroll in a continuing educa-

tioh course in pharmacy or 1-

education-

6. Participate on committees in

t systems.
;

educNatiOnal areas.

Obtain suggestions for readings

in educati n froma colleague,

in the educ tion department.

1. Utilize student and/or peer.evalua-

tionsto improve'instruction.

2. Utilize one of the "nevi teaching ,

4.

-technologies", Such as:,

a. Self paced (Keller'ind Other...)

b. Computen assisted or computer

managed instruction

c. Individually guided instruction

d.. Televisiorr

e. Simulation and gaming

f. Other

Institute graduate seminars on the-
,

improvement of instructions.

Develop courses along,the modular
s ,

or multi-track curriculum patterns.

Ilkdapted,,fr Brown, David G. and Hanger, William S. "130 Pieces of a Faculty

Development `Program"
Miami,UniVersity,Oxford, Ohio, April, 1975 .*

-114,
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ON.

Low Cost ,

8. Organize luncheon discussion ses-

sions on improvement of instruction

Atten&state and.national prafes-

sional conferences in education.

10...Read the "Chronicle on Higher

Edutation", American Association

for Higher Education publications,

\- or the Jossey-BassSeries on New

.
Directions fqx Higher Education:

11. Makela conscious effort to become

aware of the,instructiohal re-

kurces on your campus, such as

audiovisual facilities; instru-

`mentation laboratory, speech and

hearing clinic, micro-teaching

laboratory, etc.

123 Visit faculties and staff in

pharmacy departments; oh other

4

campuses, and invite them to

your campus.

l3: Seek out professional colleagues

familiar viith objective test

strategies or evaluation

.strategies,
4%.

High Cost -

5. Contract with consultant in.educa,

tion to diagnosej course you--are

teaching, using a combination of

techniques, (e.g., observation,

interactiom analysis, student

evaluation, instruments based on

the Course objectives, and video

or audio tapes), and provide.feed-

back for improvement.

6. Participate in a micro- teaching

:laboratory:4

7. Video tape your instruction, and

either evaluate it yourself; or

'have a group of colleagues do so.

8. Participate 4s a subject matter

specialist inithe development of

a standardiZed test.

9. Write a faculty or educational

development proposal, and submit It

to an outside funding agency,

30:1-each, using the ,case study method.

11. Participate in pharmacy consortia

activities - teach via the consor-

tium in another department, write

,a grant proposal for support of a
0: 4:

,

consortium project, etc.

-115 1?0



Low Cost

1.

14, Perform an item analysis of am

objectiVe examination, and

proye the examination, using

the results.

15.' Talk with commercial materials

salesmen and equipment manu-
,...

facturers about new items avail-

able for pharmacy education.

16. Audiotape your instruction, and

either evrluate it yourtelf, or

asioa group of peers to

evaluate it.
,

17. Evaluate your own teaching by

completing the same evaluation

instrument completed by' students,

18. Team teach and evaluate a course.

Apply for a summer research grant

for instructional improvement.

20: Analyze how you 'spend ygurtime.

21. .improve your use of lecture

support materials, (audio - visual

,

aidS, student handoUts, etc.)

High Cost .

12. Write behaVioral objectives for

the courses you teach, and

tribute them to students.

13. Utilize "media specialists" or

"instructional technologists" who

audit classes and. offer construe-

I
tive criticism.

14. Participatg in a summer Teaching

Skills Institute.

15. Buy a commercially develdped'phar-

macy course, or instructional

materials for.a course; and adapt

it to your needs.

7115 - 121
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Institutional Level*

Low Cost . Hich Cost '

Facilitate a comprehensive
and balanced approach to
educational development by
beginning an'educational
development unit which
focuses on curriculum,
instruction & evaluation.

For example:

a. Hire an individualwith
a Ph.D. in educational
ptychology, or curd-
'culum,-and an M.A.: to
instructional technology

, oreducational-medja to
facilitate development in
both curriculum-and,"
instructional-methods.

Medium Cost

1. Establish a faculty 1.

committee an tqeim-
,

provement of
instruction.'

2. Ehcourage faculty to
-submit evidence of
instructional devel op-

Fill a faculty vacancy 1.
with a professional.
eddcafor, such as a
turriculum specialist,
measurement4andeval-
uation specialist, or
instructional
technologist.

ment activities to
prpmatflon. .tenure 2.

committees.

3. Hire a postdoctor'al
teaching fell& in
education. . 3.

4. Hire,a postdoctoral
research fellow in
educatiOn.

5. Ilevelop.ark:!sout-

standing teacher"
award program, or
"master

6. Develop and distri-
bute a monthly in-

. hous.enewsletter on 6.

,educational-bevelop-
ment topics.

7. Introduce a resblu-
.tion to your faculty. 7.
senate that recog-
nizes faculty develop,
ment and/or educa-
tional development
as a faculty-right
and responsibility.

8. Urge your president
to supOort.educa-
tional develoPment
efforts of
individuals:

4.

5.

ibid

Hire a consultant tg
suggest next steps for
an educational develop-
ment program,-

Hire frequent consul-
tants for small group§
of faculty to discuss
instructional options
of interest-to the
faculty.

Hold a faculty'retreat
on teaching skills.

`Establish a summer grant
program for the improve-
ment of instruction.

Increase the colloquia
and lecture budgets at
the departmental and
university-wide levels.

Ask a member of your
staff to assume respon-
sibility for becoming.
knowledgeable in ne,/-

educational development
opportunities and/or
coordinate use of the
services which already
exist on campus.

b. Hire an indiyidual with
expertise in'both measure:,
ment/dijaluation and instrA-
tional development to fac-
ifitate improvement of
examinations, definition
of objectives, and imple-
mentation 61.objective5
through appropriate methods.

c Hire a combination :Of
educators that is most
appropriate for your
department's needs and
interests.

d. Follow' the OED, staffing

pattern which utflizes
three full-time Ph.D.
level professionals in
curriculum, instruction,
and evaluation; three
full-time Masters 'level

personnel in student .

recruitment,' support
services, and production



Institutional Level

Low Clipt Medium CoSt: High Cop.*,

.9. Give support to in-
, house.seminars;and

conferences on the
, improvement of

instruction.

.10. Use graduate r
search assoc tes
from educe on to

jasSist faculty
.members with.in-
structional pro-
jects.and sqVices.

1. Use work-study stu-
,dents with skills in

- graphics, photo-
graphy, and audio-
,vipal Aids to help
facility with media

support.

2. Spend a few hours
in conversation with
your faculty to ask
abolit their ideas

for improving-

-instruction.

3. Begin to generate :
interest in educa-

tional- development
with your faculty:by
making inforMapon
available.

14. Provide ekternship
exper4ence for-SW- ,

.dents in education' ore,

pharmacy by-giving
them course credit
for working on Oar-
macy educ4tion pro-.'
eCts.,,With this

option, some suffer- .

vision will be
necessary.

X
8, Buy a percent of the
:time of someone -from
a campus.teaching
aids laboratory, or .

testing and evalua-,
tion'center to work
with yourfacUlty.

9. Hire full or-part -time
Masters level staff in
audiovisual aids, in-
structional technology,
measurement, evalua-

.
tioh, curriculum;
science education, or
educational psychology.

10. Host a state-wide or
regional conference in
improving pharmacy
education.

11. Purchase some new
audiovisual equip-
tent, atest -scoring
machine, or a com-
puter terminal which
links to the main-
campus computer.

ti

manaqement; five half-
time workrstudystUdenp
with production skills,
two 'half -time graduate

research associates from
,education and psychology,
with computer expertise,
and 'two full-time-

. secretaries.

e. Expand, your facilities and
equipment for educational
development activities.

f. PurChase an in-house
computer system.

2411abomte with one or more
other colleges of pharmacy tb-
wortk.towards improvin g instruc4

tion in tandem. -Actively
pursue theihotion of creating
a consortium of colleges to
work on educational development.

ff
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Critical Issues

to Do educational developers in pharmacy education need expeftise in

pharmacy?

`Pro - A pharmacy educator with top' -notch content expertise in pharmacy

wills probably have more credibility with the faculty. He may be able to

facilitate more-,curriculum changes than a non-pharmacist. A non-pharma-

cis,tWii4-ftv to.spend extra time bnderstanding content, may be viewed
.

as ,a second class citizen, and will probably-receive lower priority when

budget cuts 'are necessary.

Con - A professional educator without a backgfound in
,

pharmacy will

usually have comprehensive and sophisticated knowledge of educational
"

4.
*ions. An expertise tn education can also be.useful in Writing.grant

4,4
proposals. None,of the OED personnel have content expertise in pharmacy,

which they feel has not been a barrier. Several OED staff have a back-

ground in organic chemistry and other sciences, which they feel is very

helpful. A non-phal:macist tehds to be less threatghing,,can keep the

'dise sion centered on educational topics rather than content issues,-

can more fully represent the interests. of education without beingNco-opted

by a faction within the department,and can shape thinking through asking'

questions about content.

What institutional rewards can be,affered to faculty who contribute

their time to.initructiOnal improverbentT
#

A.barrier to effecttve instructional improveMent is the lack of institu-

t ,e

tional rewards for teaching excellence. Since faculty research efforts

. receive "more weight than teaching excellence for tenure; professional
. /

recoonition promotion, aiI merit Pay, faculty will naturall be more

ll9 -

-*-



drawnto spending their limited free time in research. OED has attempted

. to.helR reward faculty members for improving their instruction by:, writing
...

letters of support for faculty promotion and tenure files which document

their teaching improvement activities; providing visibility tThutt4

efforts within the Col)ege, and through ddissemination brochure
4r

sent to
41

other colleges, helping faculty to 'give papers on their instructiollq

improvement activities at, the Ameri Association of Colleges of Pharmacy

meetings, helping taculty to write roposals for funding instructional

improvement projects, testing faculty manuscripts that are eventually pub-

lished as textbooks, providing a means for faculty to assess their student

response to'teaching improvement efforts; and providing quiet personal

support which acknowledges that "teaching is important". Other faculty

A

reward options include: merit pay or promotion and tenure for teaching

excellence, Outstanding or master teacher awards, and psychtlogical sup-
«

port from the Dean or ivision Chairman.

f-P

3. Is the organizational placement of an edticational development unit

important?,

.It pis important that an educational unit is seen neither as a surrogate

dean, nor as a group of technical assistants. The unit should not have

any direct line authority over faculty, sincetheir role is to help

faculty. Similarly, the unit should probably have a dotted, rather than

solid, line relationship with the dean, so thatthe unit has optimal

responsibility and authority in educational matters, an the other hand,

the unit should not have a lower statusit*faculty.* Key educational

personnel should have faculty status to enhance their,credibility and

legitimize their role with faculty. It may be,difficult for the unit to

4.

gerve the,entire:College if it is budgeted out of one division or area

4 * n
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of the college.-,

_4. How important is a basis of support fron3 the administration and faculty

for facilitating educational improvement?

The active support of the bollege administration is critical for facili-

tating faculty involvement and meaningfu! accomplishments. Sufficient.
A

time must be scheduled with administratfve personnel to build a foundation

for their support. It is recommended that fdture efforts have at least

two hdurs per month -Kith' adMinistrative.staff to report on activities, and

.--
discUss up-coming plans. These.sessions,0ould also be used to discuss

with the staff the more subtleaspectsof educational development. The
,

administration should be awd% of the succeeding levels of accomplishment
-A .

, * - . i
.'

,

for improving instruction, and the pay-offs at each level. It iseasY

for instructional development to stop at:a low* level, such as improving

the use of printed and mediated materials in classes, because the advinis-
,

.
. ..

,

tration is not sufficiently aware of the options and pay-off for higher
.P .

,

levels of deyelopment..

Next in priority to sharing accomplishments and Gas with the adminis-

tration is sharing information with faculty members about the procedures.

"and pay-off of educational development,.so that thby can appreciate and

use it to its fullest potential. The,faaulty must, also be educated to.
. ...

expect-the'neft levellof accomplishment for improving instruction-.
,

i.

Faculty should be frequently providOinformation on the' importance of
.

.,

results that can be expected from various types of educational develop-
.

ment activities. If sufficient faculty education doel not occur, long-

.

term interest in educational improvement will,be difficult to maintain:
r
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6. Jim can the amount of.faculty time required for development activities be

0131 at a minimum?

An important'and ever-present constraint to educational improvement'is

:lack of times The development of high quality instruction requires tiTA,

7"4sually a lot of time. Faculty time can be Saved by hirfng professional

educators to work with the faculty, but faculty involvement is cruciol to .

developing methods and productS that will be consistently used by them.

DED has responded ;) time limitations by helping faculty devise mechanisms

for saving time; and making their instruction more efficient. Scoring

tests automatically, managing grades_with the computer, making slide/tapes

of sections of courses which are frequently repeated, developing slides, 4

transparencies and student handouts to replace chalkboard illustrations,

using the computer,to develop and analyze tests, and other time-saving

devices, encourage faculty participatiOn.

6. Now much change in currenteducational,practices should be aimed for?

The trauma associated with changing habits often limits the amount of '

4 1

change that con occur. faculty that are accustomed to thd intrinsic super
. .

,

por$ gained from giving lectures may not accept the drastic role change

required for using self-instructional materials. The amount of change an
_

individual can accept varies significantly. It is usually easier to help

several change-oriented faculty members make drastic changes,in their
.

courses than to help the entire faculty make a simple change.- In other

words, it is easier to help a good professor go from very good to excel-

lent than to help a poor or fair professor become good. The change orien-

tation of faculty can be enhanced through proViding information and

expeniehce, but pehonality factors are the chief determinaht of how

- 122 -
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much an individll is willing to change.

How can the credibility of an educational devejopment unit be enhanced?

Lack of credibility of an edvational idevelopment unit nay severely

effect faculty use. An educatOr in a hard sciences faculty can be

viewed as a second-class citizen. If the educator does not have a back-

ground in pharmacy, or at least the sciences, or is not highly skilled in

his profession, credibility may be further reduced.. Without credibility,

it is difficult to generate change. Credibility can be enhanced by

organizational placement of the unit, support by the administration,

high visibility of activities, rigorous hieing procedures for educational
.

personnel, highly qualified personnel, and personnel with outstanding

inter-persdnal skills.

4

f



Offite of Educational tevelopment
Faculty

Delaynd-R. HudspetWAssociate Professor
and Director,: 1970-1975, is a 1966 graduate
of Michigan. State University, (Ph:D. in
Educational Media). He is currently
director of a National Iranian Radio and
Television project in Tehran Iran, and
will return to The Ohio Stat University
in Apri1,1976:

Daniel Krautheim, Assistant Professor and
Associate Direcior, 1971-1975, and currently
Director of the Office of Educational
Development, is a 1971 graduate of Indiana
University (Ed.D), in Instructional
Systems Technology:

I

Paul O. Carlton, Assittant ProfesgOr and
Assistant Director, 1973=1975, is a
graduate of The Ohio State University
(Ph.D. in Educational Evaluation). He is

currently Assistant Professor in the
Department of Postgraduate Medicine and
Continuing Education, School'of Meditine,
Wright State University, DaYton, Ohio
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